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ABSTRACT 
CHARACTERIZING THE MECHANISMS OF ECTOPIC EXPRESSION OF DREAM 
COMPLEX TARGET GENES AND THE HTA PHENOTYPE IN C. ELEGANS 
 
 
Jerrin Roy Cherian  
 
Marquette University, 2020 
 
 
It is important for organisms to establish and maintain proper gene expression for 
normal growth and development. In C. elegans, the DREAM repressor complex 
helps maintain proper gene expression in somatic cells by repressing germline 
genes. DREAM complex mutants show close to normal gene expression at 20°C; 
however, at 26°C, DREAM complex mutants display increased misexpression of 
germline genes ectopically in the soma and display a distinct High Temperature 
larval Arrest (HTA) phenotype. It is unclear what gene regulatory mechanisms 
lead to misexpression of germline genes in somatic cells of DREAM complex 
mutants. My dissertation research investigated three aspects of gene regulation 
in DREAM complex mutants: chromatin compartmentalization, transcription 
factors, and cell signaling pathways that function upstream of transcription 
factors. To study nuclear compartmentalization, we utilized nuclear spot assay to 
determine the localization of DREAM complex target promoter in three 
dimensional nuclear space. We found that DREAM complex target promoter loci 
are localized to nuclear periphery in both wild type and DREAM complex 
mutants. We also observed that multiple nuclear pore complex genes when 
knocked down in lin-54 mutant background allowed suppression of HTA 
phenotype, indicating a genetic interaction between DREAM complex and 
nuclear pore complex. In order to identify transcription factors required for the 
misexpression of germline genes in DREAM complex mutants at 26°C, we 
conducted a limited RNA interference knockdown screen for suppression of the 
HTA phenotype in lin-54 mutants. We found that 15 embryonically expressed 
transcription factors suppress the HTA phenotype in lin-54 mutants. Enrichment 
analysis of the HTA transcription factor suppressors showed significant 
enrichment of Wnt signaling pathway. A subsequent RNAi suppression screen of 
Wnt signaling factors showed that knock-down of the non-canonical Wnt/PCP 
pathway factors vang-1, prkl-1 and fmi-1 in the lin-54 mutant background resulted 
in strong suppression of the HTA phenotype. In fact, a lin-54; vang-1 double 
mutant showed almost complete suppression of both the HTA phenotype and 
germline gene pgl-1 misexpression. We propose that a set of embryonically 
expressed transcription factors, and the Wnt/PCP pathway, activate DREAM 
complex target genes potentially at the nuclear pore complex region in DREAM 
complex mutants at 26°C. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 
Organisms need to maintain proper cell fates for normal growth and 
development. One of the mechanisms to prevent errors in cell fate specification 
is to control gene expression. There are several mechanisms within the cell that 
help in preventing misexpression of genes such as maintaining genome structure 
integrity, regulating cell signaling pathways, and modulating transcription factor 
expression. The genome resides within the nuclear compartment, which is 
composed of structures such as the nuclear envelope, nuclear pore complex, 
nucleolus that not only provide structural integrity but also act as anchors for 
genes that help in broad chromatin localization, and specific gene expression via 
chromatin structure alterations (Ottaviani et al., 2008). DNA and associated 
proteins such as histones and transcription factors that comprise of chromatin 
can form compartments of active and repressed genes within nuclear space (Li 
et al., 2007). Based on cues from the environment during development or under 
stress related conditions, signaling pathways can be activated that will transduce 
a volley of factors through the cytoplasm to the nucleus to modify gene 
expression by activating or repressing DNA binding factors. Transcription factors 
can either directly bind to promoters or alteration in chromatin structure may be 
required for proper transcription factor binding to promoters (Badeaux et al., 
2013; Li et al., 2007).  
My research focuses on investigating the layers of gene expression 
control that are disrupted in DREAM (Dimerization partner, Rb like, E2F and 
Multi-vulval class B) complex mutants. The DREAM complex is a transcriptional 
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repressor complex that binds to promoters of germline genes and represses the 
expression in somatic cells (Fay et al., 2007; Harrison et al., 2006; Tabuchi et al., 
2011). Loss of the DREAM complex results in misexpression of germline genes 
in somatic cells (Petrella et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2005). My goal was to 
understand how germline genes are misexpressed in somatic cells. Our lab has 
shown that chromatin compaction is altered in DREAM complex mutants 
(Costello et al., 2019). This provided us clues to investigate if gene 
compartmentalization is altered in DREAM complex mutants. DREAM complex 
mutants also show delayed chromatin compaction in DREAM complex mutants in 
an anterior to posterior fashion where anterior cells compact after posterior cells 
(Costello et al., 2019). In order to further understand the A-P (Anterior-Posterior) 
patterning of DREAM complex mutants, we questioned if cell signaling pathways 
that show A-P patterning may be involved in activation of DREAM complex target 
germline genes. Furthermore, we asked if there were discrepancies in A-P 
patterning at the cellular level. Overall, this project strove to understand the gene 
regulatory mechanisms involved in misexpression of DREAM complex target 
germline genes.  
Mutation of genes that control cell fate and development can lead to 
various disorders 
Proper expression of genes is required during development, post 
differentiation, and during times of stress. Loss of control over proper gene 
expression can lead to various disorders. For instance, activation of germline 
genes in cancer cells is known to promote neoplasticity (Gibbs & Whitehurst 
2018). In C. elegans, the DREAM repressor complex binds to promoters of 
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germline genes to repress gene expression. In humans, more than 200 genes 
that are supposed to be expressed only in the germline are aberrantly expressed 
in cancer cells (Nettersheim et al., 2016). These cancer/testis (CT) antigens, 
which under normal conditions are expressed only during spermatogenesis in the 
germline, were found to be abundantly expressed in several cancers such as 
lung, breast, melanoma, bladder, and ovarian cancer cells (Whitehurst et al., 
2013). It is still not completely understood how germline genes promote 
tumorigenesis, but recent studies have described role of germline genes in 
cancer cell proliferation, migration, and invasion (Zhang et al.,2020). These 
germline gene products have been proposed as prognostic markers for cancer 
diagnosis and targets for cancer immunotherapy (Kulkarni et al., 2017). 
Understanding the basic mechanism involved in regulating germline genes is 
important for developing efficient immunotherapeutics against the misexpressed 
germline genes. My research utilizes C. elegans to understand the mechanisms 
involved in activating germline genes in somatic cells. The relatively less complex 
signaling pathway network in C. elegans compared to mammals will help us 
determine the signaling pathways that are conserved and required for ectopic 
germline gene activation.  
Genome association with nuclear landmarks provide functional 
compartmentalization of the nuclear space. 
One of the major objectives of chromatin biology is to understand the rules 
of how the structure of the nucleus influences the regulation of gene expression. 
The spatial organization of genes within the genome is correlated to its 
expression level (Diament et al., 2014). For instance, it is well established that 
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the nucleus is broadly divided into decondensed active zone of expression called 
euchromatin and zones of repression with compact chromatin called 
heterochromatin across many species (Arrighi et al., 1971). Modern technologies 
provide us with the capability to zoom into the nucleus and understand more than 
just the broad binary chromatin segregation such as euchromatin and 
heterochromatin. Additionally, we now know that chromatin structure changes 
temporally through development and even post differentiation either influencing 
or influenced by gene expression (Mattout et al., 2015). Mitosis offers a lot of 
time for DNA to change chromatin structure suited for appropriate differentiation 
in specific cell type (Lusk et al., 2017). Interestingly, cells also maintain the 
capability to reorganize chromatin both inter and intra-chromosomally post 
differentiation, which they utilize mainly during stressful conditions to adapt 
(Mattout et al., 2015; Romero-Bueno et al., 2019). Recent studies have 
established how spatial interaction of DNA in nuclei is important for regulating 
gene expression and gives us opportunities to explore previously understudied 
layers of gene regulation (Canat et al., 2020). With current evidence pertaining to 
nuclear compartmentalization, two alternative models have been proposed that 
address how nuclear compartmentalization is associated with gene function 
(Lanctot et al., 2007). The first and classical view describes regions inside the 
nucleus as compartments associated with specific subnuclear structures that are 
considered hubs of either active or repressive genes. Therefore, genes that are 
active move to those structures based on their expression state and vice versa. 
On the other hand, a new school of thought provides a model that describe 
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nuclear compartments as structures that can transition from being active or 
repressive gene hubs and can act to transiently assemble or maintain the 
compartment characteristic based on the needs of a cell (Lanctot et al., 2007).  
 The nucleus in a cell is composed of an inner and outer nuclear 
membrane, nuclear pores, nuclear lamina, nuclear pore complex, nucleoli, DNA, 
RNA, histones, and several other proteins required for nuclear structural integrity 
and gene regulation (Fig 1.1). This following sections will specifically focus on 
describing two of the major nuclear components at nuclear periphery implicated 
in DNA anchoring for gene regulation.  
Nuclear envelope and associated proteins 
 The nuclear envelope is spatially comprised of inner nuclear membrane 
facing the interior of nucleus and outer nuclear membrane facing the cytoplasm 
(Fig 1.1) (Cohen-Fix et al., 2017). The inner and outer nuclear membrane are a 
continuation of the endoplasmic reticulum and share the same lumen region. The 
inner nuclear membrane and the outer nuclear membrane meet at the nuclear 
pore complex. The inner nuclear membrane contains several proteins such as 
LEM domain proteins that help chromatin associate with the nuclear membrane 
via the nuclear lamina (Berk et al., 2013). The nuclear lamina is a separate 
structure made up of a meshwork of intermediate filament proteins that is usually 
coupled to the nuclear envelope through its association with nuclear membrane 
and associated proteins (Fiserova et al., 2010). Loss of the nuclear lamina is 
associated with several diseases categorized as laminopathies. These include 
disorders such as Emery–Dreifuss muscular dystrophy and Progeria (Bonne et 
al., 2013). 
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Fig 1.1: Structure of Nuclear Envelope: Nuclear envelope comprises of nuclear membrane 
(both inner and outer) and nuclear pore complex. The inner nuclear membrane interacts with 
LEM domain proteins such as LEM-2 and EMR-1 alongside lamin LMN-1. BAF-1 interacts with 
chromatin and nuclear membrane via LEM domain proteins and lamin. The nuclear pore complex 
comprises of many distinct regions based on which the nuclear pore proteins can be categorized. 
INM: Inner Nuclear Membrane, ONM: Outer Nuclear Membrane. 
 
 
In mammals there are several types of lamin proteins, but C. elegans only 
have one LMN-1 (Lamin-1) protein that has conserved sequences from type B 
lamin in higher eukaryotes (Gruenbaum et al., 2015). Lamin B is necessary in 
mammals in all cells at all times whereas lamin A and C are usually associated 
with specific tissues or during specific stages of development (Adam et al., 
2012). The C. elegans genome encodes four LEM (LAP2, Emerin, MAN1) genes: 
emr-1, lem-2, lem-3 and lem-4. EMR-1 is present more abundantly in all cells 
with the exception of embryos, germ cells and intestinal cells (Morales-Martínez 
et al., 2015). Both LEM-2 and EMR-1 are transmembrane proteins integrated in 
the nuclear membrane with overlapping functions and prominent roles in muscle 
function (Barton et al., 2015). LEM domain proteins physically interact with the 
nuclear BAF-1 (Barrier to autointegration factor -1) protein, which in turn interacts 
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with chromatin structure. BAF-1 is a highly conserved protein that not only acts 
as an intermediary link between chromatin and the nuclear envelope, but also is 
required for major functions such as general organization of chromatin, regulation 
of gene expression, innate immunity and stress response (Jamin et al., 2015; 
Marqgalit et al., 2007). Both LEM domain proteins and BAF-1, along with nuclear 
lamin proteins, are required for maintaining structural integrity of the nuclear 
envelope (Berk et al., 2013). Additionally, the physical association of LEM 
domain proteins with lamin and BAF-1 occurs through separate domains, and 
both BAF-1 and lamin are necessary for association of LEM domain protein to 
the nuclear membrane (Liu et al., 2003  
Nuclear pore proteins 
The nuclear pore complex primarily functions as a gatekeeper for transfer 
of macromolecules into and out of the nucleus, thus facilitating 
nucleocytoplasmic transport (Stawicki et al., 2017). The nuclear pore complex in 
C. elegans is comprised of more than 30 different nuclear pore proteins in 
multiple copies to form a structure that integrates into the nuclear membrane post 
mitosis (Figure 1.1) (Dultz et al.,2008). The nuclear pore complex has now been 
implicated in both positive and negative gene regulation (Raices et al., 2017). 
Early studies in yeast showed nuclear pore protein association with telomeric and 
sub-telomeric regions of the chromosomes that suggested gene repression 
capabilities of nuclear pore complex (Galy et al., 2000). Recent studies have 
shown that the nuclear pore complex also can act as a region that is associated 
with active genes (Casolari et al., 2004). Several genes can directly or indirectly 
bind to the nuclear pore complex via transcription factors or the mediator 
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complex such as histone deacetylases to maintain an active gene conformation 
(Brown et al., 2007; García-Oliver et al., 2012; Kehat et al., 2011).  There is 
evidence that free nuclear pore protein in the nucleoplasm can also act as both 
an activator and repressors to regulator gene expression, (Frank et al., 2016; 
Kalverda et al., 2010). The nuclear pore complex, the largest protein complex 
associated with the nuclear membrane, has several localized domains allowing 
for harboring of both active and repressed genes (D’Angelo 2018). The nuclear 
pore complex can work as transcription hubs for related genes and help control 
gene expression by modifying nuclear pore complex composition (Raices et al., 
2017). It has been postulated that a hub of related genes with similar expression 
will possibly create a chromatin environment as per the need of the genes 
(D’Angelo et al., 2017). It has been shown that movement of genes from the 
interior of cell to the nuclear pore complex is associated with memory function 
because genes can go back and forth based on induction of genes (Light et al., 
2010; Ibarra et al., 2015). In C. elegans, the hsp-16.2 gene is located at the 
telomere and is generally associated with the nuclear periphery. When provided 
with acute heat shock, hsp-16.2 localizes to the nuclear pore complex and this 
behavior is dependent on the availability of HSF-1 (heat shock transcription 
factor) (Rohner et al., 2013). Similarly, live imaging in C. elegans embryos 
showed that chromosomes move to nuclear pore complex under anoxic 
conditions and eventually recover from this conformation once oxygen is 
provided (Haieri et al., 2005). This evidence demonstrates that there is a lot to be 
explored in terms of the gene regulation capability of the nuclear pore complex. 
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Transcription factors access and bind DNA through chromatin structure 
alteration to control gene expression 
Transcription factors play a direct role in controlling gene expression by acting as 
a terminal factor. Transcription factors utilize appropriate domains to bind DNA 
promoter loci and recruit other cofactors required for transcription and establish 
an active chromatin environment (Hu et al., 1999). The active chromatin 
environment allows for formation of the preinitiation complex composed of 
additional transcription factors and RNA polymerase. The DNA binding domain of 
a transcription factor general identifies a 6 to 12 bp long degenerate DNA 
sequences, called a DNA motif, usually upstream of the genes (Spitz et al., 
2012). Transcription factors can also bind to sequences away from the gene of 
interest by acting on the enhancer sequences. Therefore, the two important 
functions of transcription factors are identifying the right DNA sequence for 
binding, and recruiting transcription associated proteins at the transcription site 
(Felinski et al., 2001; Spitz et al., 2012).  
Transcription factors binding to a promoter sequence is also influenced by 
DNA accessibility at the promoter site (Klemm et al., 2019). Many times, 
nucleosomes need to be displaced for transcription factor binding and vice versa 
to modulate gene expression (Spitz et al., 2012). Transcription factor binding 
may not necessarily be responsible for gene expression changes, and instead 
may function to modify nucleosome positioning or chromatin remodeling (Ballare 
et al., 2013; Spitz et al., 2012). Transcription factors can also act as pioneer 
factors that function during early development where specific factors can bind to 
certain binding sites to prime for a gene’s expression later in development or 
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block that gene from other transcription factors and have a control over future 
regulation at that site (Zaret et al., 2011). In higher eukaryotes, transcription 
factors can also bind sites to prevent regions from getting DNA methylated and 
silenced in contrast to DNA methylation acting as a deterrent for transcription 
factor binding (Heberle et al., 2019). 
Cell signaling pathways modulate spatial and temporal gene regulation 
during development. 
Cell signaling cascades, also known as signal transduction pathways, are 
defined as a series of reactions that take place in a cell under stimulatory signals 
from within or outside the cell (Iqbal et al., 2010). A ligand acts as primary 
messenger by binding to specific receptors. The receptors function by 
transmitting signals through secondary messengers, which amplify the signal and 
relay it to effectors that will finally respond to the primary stimulus. The 
synchronized activity of different types of cells allows development to proceed 
normally without chaos. Cell-to-cell communication is required in development for 
proper coordinated differentiation of tissues resulting in a complete organism 
(Kholodenko et al., 2006). It is important to note that there are only few identified 
cell signaling pathways that are required to bring about the changes needed to 
help coordinate normal growth and development. The lack of a predefined 
outcome for every signaling pathway and the extensive cross-talk helps provide 
diversified outcomes required for hundreds of cell types (Atay et al., 2017). 
Moreover, we now know that cell signaling pathways do not operate as an on/off 
switch. Cell signaling works in a more dynamic manner and it is dependent upon 
differential concentration, duration and oscillations of stimulatory input signals.  
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This dynamicity can account for different modes of signaling by the same 
signaling pathway at different spaces in the organism and at different times 
(Housden et al., 2014).  
Wnt signaling 
The Wnt (Wingless/Integrated) signaling pathway is considered to be one 
of the primary conserved signaling pathways involved in growth and development 
of organisms from lower eukaryotes to mammals. Wnt signaling is involved in 
several facets of development including proliferation, differentiation, patterning, 
morphogenesis, stem cell maintenance and cell migration. Wnt signaling is one 
of the major signaling pathways that show an anterior-to-posterior patterning of 
expression (Komiya et al., 2008). 
The canonical mode of Wnt signaling utilizes Wnt ligands to activate 
transmembrane G-Protein coupled receptors or tyrosine kinase receptors to 
activate a series of proteins intracellularly that bring about changes in gene 
expression (Fig 1.2A) (Green et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2004). Wnt is a lipid-
modified glycoprotein (protein containing lipid and carbohydrate moiety) that can 
work at a short range or form gradients that are transferred across cells and 
tissues to modulate developing tissues. The C. elegans genome encodes 5 Wnt 
ligands that are expressed early in development and localize to posterior region 
of the larvae in overlapping zones (Jackson et al., 2012; Sawa et al., 2013) (Fig 
1.2B). For instance, LIN-44 shows extensive expression towards the most 
posterior region of larvae at the posterior hypodermal cells. Anterior to LIN-44 
expression site is EGL-20 that is present towards rectal epithelium. Further 
anterior lies CWN-1 expression localized primarily to vulval and uterine muscle 
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cells along with body wall muscles. CWN-2 is known to express all along the 
length of the worms but at the same time concentrated at specific locations such 
as head neurons, anterior body muscle and intestine. MOM-2 is generally 
restricted to germ cells and some cells in the tail regions (Jackson et al., 2012; 
Sawa et al., 2013).  
 
 
 
Fig 1.2: Wnt Signaling: A. Wnt signaling utilizes Wnt ligand to bind Wnt receptors. Wnt receptors 
activate Disheveled that further bind all the beta catenin degradation complex  and frees beta 
catenin. Beta catenin trans-locates to nucleus and interacts with TCF/POP-1 to express Wnt 
signaling genes. Also shown are members of Wnt/PCP pathway members that comprise of 
VANG-1, PRKL-1 and FMI-1. B. Wnt ligand gradient in L1 stage wild type worms. Based on 
smFISH data from Harterinek et al., 2011.The individual spots are qualitative representation of 
Wnt RNA concentration gradient (not drawn to scale). A-P indicates anterior to posterior 
orientation of the worm shown. 
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Wnt ligands can bind up to six different receptors that fall under tyrosine 
kinase (Ryk/Ror) or G-protein coupled receptors (Frizzled) category. In the basal 
state with no Wnt induced activation of Wnt receptors, cytoplasmic β-catenin is 
degraded by a destruction complex comprising of Axin (scaffold protein), APC, 
and two kinases enzyme CK1 and GSK3β. β-catenin is phosphorylated by the 
kinases leading to  ubiquitylation, and then taken to proteasome for degradation 
(Eisenmann 2005). In the presence of Wnt ligand at the receptor, a Disheveled 
protein binds to receptor at the inner membrane and recruits the β-catenin 
destruction complex to the inner membrane preventing degradation of β-catenin. 
β-catenin then translocate to the nucleus from the cytoplasm and works to 
activate the Wnt terminal effector TCF, POP-1 in C. elegans, that brings about 
appropriate gene expression (Eisenmann 2005). Canonical Wnt signaling utilizes 
either BAR-1 or HMP-2 as the β-catenin that binds to POP-1. The Wnt β-catenin 
Asymmetry pathway, an offshoot of canonical pathway, is involved in asymmetric 
cell divisions common during development (Kidd et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2008). 
Wnt β-catenin Asymmetry pathway uses SYS-1 as the β-catenin to bind POP-1 
in a highly regulated manner coordinated by levels of Wnt induction and POP-
1/SYS-1 levels in the cell. WRM-1, another β-catenin functions to export POP-1 
out of nucleus to control POP-1 repressive function (Huang et al., 2007; Phillips 
et al., 2007). SYS-1 and WRM-1 localize to nuclei of asymmetric cell division 
daughter cells in an asymmetric pattern opposite to POP-1 (Phillips et al., 2007). 
Asymmetric cell division results in lower levels of SYS-1 in anterior cells and 
higher levels of SYS-1 in posterior cell. The levels of SYS-1 are regulated by Wnt 
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signaling via Wnt receptor (Frizzled) and Disheveled proteins upstream of the 
signaling (Huang et al., 2007; Phillips et al., 2007).  
Wnt/PCP signaling 
Wnt/PCP (Planar Cell Polarity) signaling is considered a non-canonical 
signaling pathway because it does not utilize β-catenin to transduce signaling. 
Wnt/PCP signaling utilizes Wnt ligands and transmembrane receptors along with 
VANG-1 receptor associated with inner membrane bound PRKL-1, and FMI-1 
receptor in C. elegans (Ackley 2014). The Wnt/PCP receptors function through 
Disheveled proteins to transmit signaling information (Wallingford 2005). In 
general, the functions attributed to Wnt/PCP pathway involve some role in 
embryo cell polarity, vulval morphogenesis and cell migration in C. elegans. 
There is evidence that the Wnt/PCP pathway can work to oppose the function of 
the Wnt canonical pathway (Mentink 2018). In the C. elegans intestine, VANG-1 
plays a role in making sure that intestinal epithelial cells are properly arranged on 
the  A-P axis (Hoffmann et al., 2010). VANG-1 is also important for controlling life 
span via Insulin/IGF-1 like signaling. (Honnen et al.,2012)   
The DREAM complex functions to repress germline genes in somatic cells 
DREAM complex and their target genes 
 
The DREAM complex is a highly conserved protein complex structure 
from mammals to C. elegans. In mammals and Drosophila, the DREAM complex 
represses cell cycle genes to negatively regulate cell cycle reentry and promote 
cell cycle G0 quiescence phase (Pilkinton et al., 2007). In C. elegans, the 
DREAM complex functions to modify chromatin structure of somatic cell nuclei to 
enable repression of germline genes (Costello and Petrella 2019; Cui et al. 2006; 
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Latorre et al. 2015; Petrella et al. 2011; Rechtsteiner et al. 2019; Unhavaithaya et 
al. 2002; Wang et al. 2005; Wu et al. 2012). DREAM complex proteins are part of 
larger group of proteins called synMuv B proteins that were originally defined 
based on their role in vulval development (Fay et al., 2007). The DREAM 
complex is made up of eight proteins: E2F-DP heterodimer (EFL-1 and DPL-1), a 
retinoblastoma-like pocket protein (LIN-35), and a 5-member MuvB subcomplex 
(LIN-9, LIN-37, LIN-52, LIN-53, and the DNA binding subunit LIN-54) (Goetsch et 
al. 2017; Harrison et al. 2006; Latorre et al. 2015; Sadasivam and DeCaprio 
2013).  
LIN-54 and EFL-1 of the DREAM complex show direct binding to promoter 
regions of DREAM complex target genes (Garbe et al., 2004; Tabuchi et al., 
2011). A single base pair mutation in lin-54 leads to the loss of the majority of 
binding by the DREAM complex at promoter sequences (Tabuchi et al. 2011). 
LIN-35, the C. elegans homolog of the mammalian Retinoblastoma pocket 
protein family, is known to physically act as mediator between the E2F-DP dimer 
and MuvB subcomplex. Loss of LIN-35 results in a strong reduction in DREAM 
complex binding to target promoters, which in turn is associated with reduced 
repression capability of the DREAM complex (Goetsch et al. 2017). Loss of 
physical interaction between pocket protein LIN-35 and MuvB complex does not 
largely affect DREAM complex binding to target genes (Goetsch et al., 2019). At 
the same time, some DREAM complex target genes show loss of repression due 
to loss of interaction between LIN-35 and MuvB (Goetsch et al., 2019). This loss 
of repressive capability of the DREAM complex alludes to a possibility that direct 
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association between LIN-35 and MuvB complex is required for repression of 
several DREAM complex target genes.  
The DREAM complex germline gene targets are enriched in repressive 
histone H3 dimethylation on lysine 9 (H3K9me2) at their promoter region 
(Rechtsteiner et al., 2019). Interestingly, the DREAM complex germline genes 
target are localized across the autosomes and are not enriched on chromosomal 
arms as seen with DNA associated with H3K9me2 modifications. Loss of the 
DREAM complex results in somewhat reduced dimethylation at histone 3 at 
lysine 9 position (H3K9me2) at promoter regions of DREAM complex target 
genes. Loss of H3K9me2 peaks in DREAM complex mutants is associated with 
increase in active gene associated histone trimethylation at lysine 4 (H3K4me3) 
and lysine 36 (H3k36me3) position modifications at both 20°C and 26°C. 
Interestingly, no significant difference in H3K9me2 peaks was observed in 
DREAM complex mutants at 26°C compared to 20°C (Rechtsteiner et al., 2019). 
The Temperature sensitive nature of DREAM complex phenotypes 
In the wild type, germline genes such as PGL-1 (P-granule-1) are  expressed in 
the germline of worms and is not detectable in somatic cells (Pitt et al. 2000). 
Loss of DREAM complex members such as LIN-54 and LIN-35 result in low 
levels of misexpression of germline genes such as PGL-1 at 20°C (Wang et al., 
2005). Interestingly, a moderate temperature stress of 26°C results in an 
increase in misexpression of genes such as PGL-1 indicating temperature 
sensitivity of DREAM complex mutants (Petrella et al., 2011).  At 20°C, DREAM 
complex mutants undergo phenotypically normal growth and development. At 
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26°C, DREAM complex mutants show arrest in development of worms at the L1 
larval stage (Petrella et al., 2011). The High Temperature larval Arrest (HTA) 
phenotype is associated with the misexpression of germline genes in somatic 
cells in DREAM complex mutants. Interestingly, knockdown of germline 
chromatin modifiers genes such as mes-4 (H3K36 histone methyl transferase) 
and the mes-2/3/6 complex (H3K27 histone methyl transferase) suppresses the 
HTA phenotype pointing towards role of DREAM complex at the chromatin level 
(Petrella et al., 2011).  
Hypothesis & Goals 
My major research goal was to identify and characterize the mechanisms that 
lead to misexpression of DREAM complex target germline genes in somatic cells 
in DREAM complex mutants. DREAM complex mutants show close to normal 
expression of target germline genes at 20°C, but show high levels of 
misexpression of germline genes and display the HTA phenotype at 26°C. Few 
changes were seen in the level or pattern of histone modifications in DREAM 
complex mutants between 20°C and 26°C. Therefore, we hypothesized that 
changes in gene nuclear compartmentalization could be a mechanism by which 
DREAM complex mutants show changes in gene expression between 
temperatures. We utilized imaging techniques to understand if there are changes 
in localization of DREAM complex target loci in the nucleus. We hypothesized 
that loss of DREAM complex will also result in transcription factor binding to 
DREAM complex target germline genes (Fig 1.3). We wanted to determine the 
signaling pathway and factors required to activate DREAM complex target 
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germline genes in order to further understand the mechanism involved in 
activating DREAM complex target genes. 
 
 
 
Fig 1.3: Factors regulating germline gene misexpression in somatic cells: Upper panel 
shows binding of DREAM complex to DREAM target germline genes in somatic cells resulting in 
repression of target genes. Lower panel shows that loss of DREAM complex allows activation of 
DREAM complex target genes. Our goal is to determine the transcription factors and signaling 
pathway involved inactivating DREAM complex target genes. 
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Chapter – 2: Materials & Methods 
 
 
Strains and nematode culture  
C. elegans were cultured on NGM (Nematode Growth Media) plates under 
standard conditions (Brenner 1974) and seeded with E. coli strain AMA1004 at 
20°C except when noted.  For liquid culture, worms were grown in streptomycin 
resistant gene containing E. coli HB101 strain. Worm N2 (Bristol) strains was 
used as wild-type.  Mutant worms used for Nuclear Spot assay include MT8841 
lin-54(n2231), MT10430 lin35(n745), For nuclear spot assay experiments, strain 
containing the transgene bnEx80(68xlacO+myo-3::mCherry+worm genomic 
DNA); gwls39(baf-1p::GFP::lacI::let-8583\'UTR;vit-5::GFP);caIs79(elt-
2p::dTomato;pRF4)) was crossed into DREAM complex mutant strains MT8841 
lin-54(n2231) and MT10430 lin35(n745) for use.  Strain containing the transgene 
petEx2(256x lacO+myo-3:: mCherry + Pekl-1::mCherry::3'UTR); gwls39(baf-
1p::GFP::lacI::let-8583\'UTR;vit-5::GFP) was crossed with DREAM complex 
mutant strain MT8841 lin-54(n2231) and used for second set of nuclear spot 
assay experiments.  Mutant worm strains for all other experiments comprise of 
MT8841 lin-54(n2231), MT10430 lin35(n745), MT8838 lin-13(n770), VC237 emr-
1(gk119), LNP0075 lin-54(n2231); emr-1(gk119), VC1317 lem-2(ok1807), SP483 
lem-3(mn155), RB1125 vang-1(ok1142), LNP0073 lin-54(n2231); vang-
1(ok1142), CF1045 muIs49 (unc-22(+), egl-20p::egl-20::GFP), and LNP0096 lin-
54(n2231);muIs49 (unc-22(+), egl-20p::egl-20::GFP), JM127 caIs66(pho-
1p::gfp+lacZ) and LNP0097 lin-54(n2231); caIs66(Ppho-1p::gfp+lacZ)(Table 2.1). 
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Table 2.1: Strain Description Table 
Strain 
Name 
Strain description 
CF1045 muIs49(unc-22(+), egl-20p::egl-20::GFP) 
JM127 caIs66(pho-1p::gfp+lacZ) 
LNP0024 
lin35(n745); bnEx80(68xlacO+myo-3::mCherry+worm 
genomic DNA); gwls39(baf-1p::GFP::lacI::let-8583\'UTR;vit-
5::GFP); caIs79(elt-2p::dTomato;pRF4) 
LNP0026 
lin-54(n2231); bnEx80(68xlacO+myo-3::mCherry+worm 
genomic DNA); gwls39(baf-1p::GFP::lacI::let-8583\'UTR;vit-
5::GFP);caIs79(elt-2p::dTomato;pRF4)) 
LNP0050 
bnEx80(68xlacO+myo-3::mCherry+worm genomic DNA); 
gwls39(baf-1p::GFP::lacI::let-8583\'UTR;vit-5::GFP); 
caIs79(elt-2p::dTomato;pRF4)) 
LNP0073 lin-54(n2231); vang-1(ok1142) 
LNP0075 lin-54(n2231); emr-1(gk119) 
LNP0095 
petEx2(256x lacO+myo-3:: mCherry + ekl-
1p::mCherry::3'UTR); gwls39(baf-1p::GFP::lacI::let-
8583\'UTR;vit-5::GFP) 
LNP0096 lin-54(n2231); muIs49(unc-22(+), egl-20p::egl-20::GFP) 
LNP0097 lin-54(n2231); caIs66(pho-1p::gfp+lacZ) 
MT10430 lin35(n745) 
MT8838  lin-13(n770) 
MT8841 lin-54(n2231) 
RB1125 vang-1(ok1142) 
SP483 lem-3(mn155) 
VC1317 lem-2(ok1807) 
VC237 emr-1(gk119) 
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Nuclear spot assay 
Wild type and mutant worms were grown continuously at 20°C or upshifted to 
26°C at L4 stage for high temperature associated experiments.  Gravid adult 
worms were moved to M9 buffer on slides in a moist chamber overnight.  The L1 
progeny obtained were moved to poly-L-lysine slides using Pasteur pipettes 
modified to create a narrow opening.  The worms were covered by glass cover 
slips and the excess M9 buffer was wicked out. The slides were quickly 
submerged in liquid nitrogen for at least 5 minutes.  Slides were removed from 
liquid nitrogen and the cover slips were popped off using a sharp blade to crack 
the cuticle.  The slides were fixed in methanol at 4°C for 10 minutes and acetone 
at 4°C for 10 minutes.  Slides removed were completely air dried and then 
treated for an hour with using blocking buffer (1.5% of Bovine Serum Albumin 
and 1.5% of Ovalbumin in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS)) (adapted from 
Strome and Wood 1983).  Polyclonal rabbit anti-GFP antibody (Novus 
NB600308) and anti-LEM-2 (Novus 48540002) antibody were used at 1:1000 
and 1:5000 dilution respectively and kept overnight in a moist chamber at 4°C.  
Slides were washed thrice in PBS for 10 minutes and blocked for 15 minutes at 
room temperature.  Slides were incubated with secondary antibody conjugated to 
Alexa Fluor fluorescent dyes at 1:500 dilution for 2 hours at room temperature.  
Slides were treated with 5mg/ml DAPI in 50 mL PBS for 10 minutes and then 
washed thrice in PBS for 10 minutes at room temperature followed by mounting 
on gelutol mounting medium.  Z-stacks were taken using Nikon A1R Inverted 
Microscope Eclipse Ti confocal microscope with NIS Elements AR 3.22.09 at 
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100X.  The Z-stacks were scanned for locating the array at its peak intensity and 
the distance of the array from the nuclear membrane marked by LEM-2 antibody 
was then measured using ‘manual measure’ subfunction under ‘measure’ 
function in NIS Elements AR. The percentage of cells with an array on the 
periphery and away from the periphery was calculated. 
High temperature larval arrest phenotyping 
Hermaphrodites were allowed to grow at 20°C on NGM plates seeded with 
AMA1004 bacteria until the L4 larval stage.  At the L4 larval stage, P0 worms 
were upshifted to a higher temperature of 24°C or 26°C.  After ~ 18 hours the P0 
worms were moved to new plates with a thin layer of AMA1004 bacteria and 
allowed to lay embryos for 6 hours.  The worms were killed to keep the plate 
developmentally synchronous for scoring. The number of F1 progeny was scored 
two days later to see if worms arrested at the L1 stage or if they were able to 
grow to become adults.  Statistical significance was determined by comparing 
test mutants with controls using Fishers Exact test in Graph Pad Prism. 
Selection of transcription factor candidates for RNAi screen 
A Yeast-1-Hybrid (Y1H) Assay dataset was utilized to compile a list of 
transcription factors (TFs) (Reece-Hoyes et al.  2011).  The transcription factors 
in the list were used for an RNAi screen to perform suppression of HTA 
phenotype in lin-54 mutants.  This dataset included the interactions of 296 
predicted transcription factors (Bass et al.  2016) as prey screened to interact 
with 534 promoter loci bait sequences (Reece-Hoyes et al. 2011).  We found that 
46 bait sequences in the Y1H dataset were known to be bound by the DREAM 
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complex in their promoter region in late embryos (Goetsch et al. 2017).  We 
found that 123 of the 296 TFs showed binding to at least one of the 46 DREAM 
target promoter loci in the Y1H data set.  These 123 TFs were used as 
candidates in the transcription factor RNAi screen.  
Suppression of high temperature larval arrest phenotype assay 
Hermaphrodites were maintained at 20°C on NGM plates until the L4 larval 
stage.  At the L4 larval stage, P0 worms were moved to plates containing 
transcription factor (TF) specific RNAi feeding bacteria on NGM RNAi plates 
(0.2% lactose, 0.075 mg/ml ampicillin), and simultaneously upshifted to 26°C.  
After approximately 18 hours, the P0 worms were placed in fresh RNAi plates 
and allowed to lay embryos for 24 hours.  For the preliminary HTA suppression 
RNAi screen, a qualitative analysis was done for each RNAi plate by checking if 
the worms were arrested at the L1 stage or if worms grew beyond L1 stage.  For 
the quantitative HTA suppression RNAi screen against TF and Wnt signaling 
components, individual F1 worms were counted either as arrested at L1 stage or 
growing to the L4/Adult stage.  Worms grown on empty L4440 vector containing 
bacteria was used as a RNAi negative control.  RNAi against mrg-1, a chromatin 
modifier previously shown to suppress HTA in DREAM mutants (Petrella et al.  
2011), was used as a positive control.  For suppression of HTA phenotype assay 
in lin-54; vang-1 mutants, the assay was performed as described above except 
that worms were grown on regular NGM plates seeded with AMA1004 
throughout the assay.  Statistical significance was determined by comparing test 
samples with negative control using Fishers Exact test in Graph Pad Prism. 
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PGL-1 expression analysis 
L4 stage worms were upshifted to 26°C on RNAi feeding bacteria containing 
plates as described above.  On the next day, gravid adult worms from these 
plates were placed in 100µL M9 buffer on a slide in a humid chamber at 26°C to 
lay embryos.  L1 worms were placed on a poly-L-lysine-coated slide and a 
coverslip was placed over the sample.  Excess M9 buffer was wicked away and 
the slide was placed in liquid nitrogen for a minimum of five minutes.  Slides were 
freeze cracked and fixed in cold methanol for 10 minutes followed by cold 
acetone for 10 minutes each.  Slides were air dried and blocked for an hour with 
1.5% of Bovine Serum Albumin and 1.5% of Ovalbumin in PBS (adapted from 
Strome and Wood 1983).  Polyclonal rabbit anti-PGL-1 antibody (Kawasaki et al. 
1998) was used at 1:10,000 dilution overnight at 4°C.  Slides were washed thrice 
in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) for 10 minutes and blocked for 15 minutes at 
room temperature.  Slides were incubated with secondary antibody conjugated to 
Alexa Fluor 647 (Thermofisher Scientific, Cat No. A-21244) at 1:500 dilution for 2 
hours at room temperature.  Slides were treated with 5mg/ml DAPI in 50 mL PBS 
for 10 minutes, washed 3 times with PBS for 10 minutes at room temperature 
and mounted on gelutol mounting medium.  Z-stacks were taken using Nikon 
A1R Inverted Microscope Eclipse Ti confocal microscope with NIS Elements AR 
3.22.09 at 60X.  PGL-1 quantification was done in NIS-Elements Analysis 
program.  First, all somatic cells were outlined to separate them from primordial 
germ cells and create a region of interest.  Second, the mean somatic PGL-1 
intensity for each worm was obtained using the ROI statistics function.  The 
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adjusted PGL-1 intensity was calculated by subtracting a worm’s mean PGL-1 
pixel intensity from the mean background pixel intensity and then dividing the 
result by mean background pixel intensity (Zhao et al.  2018).  Statistically 
significant difference between test samples and L4440 empty vector negative 
control was calculated using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test using Graph Pad Prism.  
In the case of lin-54; vang-1 mutants, worms were grown on regular NGM plates 
and the staining and analysis were performed as described above. 
Gene ontology enrichment analysis 
Gene Ontology Analysis was performed by using two different enrichment 
analysis tools: gProfiler - https://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/gost (Version: 
e96_eg43_p13_563554d) (Raudvere et al.  2019) and PANTHER 
Overrepresentation Test - http://geneontology.org/ (Release: 20190711) 
(Ashburner et al.  2000; Mi et al.  2019).  Transcription factor candidates showing 
significant HTA suppression in lin-54 mutants were used for enrichment analysis. 
The TF candidate list was uploaded to both the enrichment analysis web tool and 
the significantly enriched ontology terms were obtained (Multiple testing 
correction: PANTHER - FDR<0.05; gProfiler - Custom g:SCS Set Counts and 
Sizes correction method, Cut off value:0.05) .  
Brood Size Assay 
The brood size of worms was determined at 3 different temperature conditions: 
20°C, up-shift from 20°C to 26°C at the L4 stage, and 26°C.  For 20°C, individual 
P0 hermaphrodites were kept on a plate starting at the L4 stage and then moved 
to a new plate for every 24 hours until the worms did not give rise to progeny.  
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The total number of F1 progeny for each P0 worm was counted.  For upshifting, 
P0 hermaphrodites were maintained at 20°C until the L4 stage and then shifted 
to 26°C at the L4 stage on individual plates.  The worms were moved to a 
different plate every 24 hours until the worms stopped having progeny.  The total 
number of F1 progeny for each P0 hermaphrodite were counted.  For 26°C, P0 
hermaphrodites were maintained at 20°C until the L4 stage and then shifted to 
26°C and allowed to have progeny.  The F1 progeny that had grown continuously 
at 26°C were placed on an individual plate at the L4 stage and moved to a new 
plate every 24 hours until the worms stopped having progeny.  The total number 
of F2 progeny for each F1 worm was counted.  Brood sizes of zero were 
excluded from data analysis.  Statistical analysis of brood size was performed 
using Welch’s T test on fertile animals using Graph Pad Prism. 
EGL-20:GFP Expression Analysis 
EGL-20 expression was studied in L1 stage worms. In order to obtain 
appropriately staged worms, L4 stage worms were used at 20°C or upshifted to 
26°C on NGM plates.  On the next day, gravid adult worms from these plates 
were placed in 100µL M9 buffer on a slide in a humid chamber at either 20°C or 
26°C to lay embryos.  L1 worms were moved to a poly-L-lysine-coated slide and 
a coverslip was placed over the sample.  M9 buffer present in excess was wicked 
away and the slide was kept in liquid nitrogen for a minimum of five minutes.  
Slides were freeze-cracked and fixed in cold methanol for 10 minutes followed by 
cold acetone for 10 minutes each (adapted from Strome and Wood,1983). Slides 
were treated with 5mg/ml DAPI in 50 mL PBS for 10 minutes, washed 3 times 
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with PBS for 10 minutes at room temperature and mounted on gelutol mounting 
medium.  Z-stacks were taken using Nikon A1R Inverted Microscope Eclipse Ti 
confocal microscope with NIS Elements AR 3.22.09 at 60X.  To determine the 
area along the A-P axis where EGL-20::GFP was expressed, we drew a 
polygonal line using measure length function under the annotation and 
measurement function of NIS Elements Analysis program.  The length of the 
EGL-20:GFP area on the dorsal side of the worm was determined by starting the 
measurement from the point where GFP pixel intensity increased above the 
background GFP pixel intensity and continued until the GFP pixel intensity 
returned to the background GFP pixel intensity at the same level as at the start of 
the line.  The length of the entire worm was determined by manually drawing a 
line along the length of the dorsal side of the worm. The same analysis was 
performed on the ventral side of the worm. Statistical analysis was done using 
Students T test using Graph Pad Prism. 
pho-1 promoter associated GFP Expression Analysis 
We utilized both embryos and L1 for pho-1 promoter associated GFP expression 
analysis. L4 stage worms were used at 20°C or upshifted to 26°C on NGM 
plates.  On the next day, gravid adult worms from these plates were placed in 
100µL M9 buffer on a slide in a humid chamber at either 20°C or 26°C to lay 
embryos.  L1 worms were moved to a poly-L-lysine-coated slide and a coverslip 
was placed over the sample.  M9 buffer present in excess was wicked away and 
the slide was kept in liquid nitrogen for a minimum of five minutes. Alternatively, 
in order to obtain embryos, gravid adult worms on plates were allowed to lay 
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embryos. The adults are washed out of plates by M9 buffer. The embryos tend to 
adhere strongly to bacteria on the plate. The embryos were washed out in the 
next step by a rigorous wash by M9 buffer. The washed embryos are centrifuged, 
and the concentrated late stage embryos were placed on poly-L-lysine coated 
slides. Cover slips were placed on samples and excess M9 was wicked out 
carefully and then dipped in liquid nitrogen. Slides were freeze cracked and fixed 
in cold methanol for 10 minutes followed by cold acetone for 10 minutes each 
(adapted from Strome and Wood,1983). Slides were air dried and blocked for an 
hour with 1.5% of Bovine Serum Albumin and 1.5% of Ovalbumin in PBS 
(adapted from Strome and Wood 1983).  Polyclonal rabbit monoclonal ELT-2 
antibody (from McGhee lab) was used at 1:1000 dilution overnight at 4°C.  Slides 
were washed three times in PBS for 10 minutes and blocked for 15 minutes at 
room temperature.  Slides were incubated with secondary antibody conjugated to 
Alexa Fluor 647 (Thermofisher Scientific, Cat No. A-21235) at 1:500 dilution for 2 
hours at room temperature.  Slides were treated with 5mg/ml DAPI in 50 mL PBS 
for 10 minutes, washed 3 times with PBS for 10 minutes at room temperature 
and mounted on gelutol mounting medium. Z-stacks were taken using Nikon A1R 
Inverted Microscope Eclipse Ti confocal microscope with NIS Elements AR 
3.22.09 at 60X.  ELT-2 marks the intestinal cells and the total number of 
intestinal were counted. In case of L1, two set of images were acquired; one at a 
lower HV (to determine the gradation in pixel intensity of cells that show pixel 
saturation) and another one at a higher HV (to identify cells with low GFP levels). 
The intestinal cells were studied in anterior to posterior manner starting from 
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intestinal ring 1 to 9. The GFP levels were qualitatively defined for intestinal cells 
in a graded scale from 0 to 3 in one-point increment denoting gradation from no 
expression to high expression. For embryos, one set of Z-stack was captured. 
Intestinal ring 1 and 2 were analyzed to see if they show any GFP expression 
from 8E stage to 3 fold 20 cell stage embryos. 
Worm liquid culture 
Starved out worms at the L1 stage were washed and grown in 1X S-medium 
containing E. coli HB101 strain in shaker at 200 rpm. Worms were fed HB101 for 
two days. The active worm liquid culture was passed through polypropylene 
squibb pear-shaped funnel to concentrate and collect adult worms that quickly 
collect at the bottom of the funnel. Worms were then treated with 6% bleach 
(1.5% final concentration) and 10N sodium hydroxide (0.01N final concentration) 
to kill worms at all stages except embryos. The embryos were washed three 
times with S-Basal and incubated in a shaker overnight to obtain synchronized 
L1 stage worms. The L1 stage worms were washed twice with S-Basal and then 
grown in 1X S-medium containing HB101 as described earlier. The gravid adults 
were bleached in a similar manner as described earlier to obtained embryos. The 
embryos were washed thrice and incubated in a shaker at 200 rpm overnight. 
The L1 worms obtained were washed thrice in S-Basal and flash frozen in liquid 
nitrogen as pellets and stored at -80°C until further use. 
Cross linking of DNA to proteins 
Frozen worms were ground to fine powder for 10 minutes in a pre-chilled mortar 
and pestle with liquid nitrogen. A small amount of powder was checked 
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repeatedly during the process under DIC microscope to make sure that there are 
no recognizable pieces of worms. The worm powder was transferred into conical 
tubes kept on dry ice and 5 volumes of fixative (1% formaldehyde in PBS) was 
added. The powder was dissolved and incubated at room temperature on a 
rocker for five minutes to allow crosslinking to occur. Formaldehyde was 
quenched by adding glycine to a final concentration of 125 mM and rocking was 
continued for another five minutes. The sample was further washed with EDTA 
free protease inhibitors in PBS twice and reduced to a very small volume and 
stored in microcentrifuge tubes. 
Circular Chromatin Conformation Capture (4C) 
Cross linked samples were diluted with molecular grade water and 10X 
restriction enzyme buffer (2.1 Buffer in this case) was added. 10% SDS was 
added to the sample and incubated at 37°C at 300 rpm for an hour. 20% Triton-X 
was added to the sample and incubated was continued for another hour. Two 
hundred units of EcoRI (6 bp cutter) was added and the DNA sample was further 
digested at 37°C at 300 rpm for four hours. After four hours, 200 hundred units of 
EcoRI was added and the sample was incubation was continued overnight. After 
overnight incubation for 300 rpm at 37°C, the samples were treated with 200 
units of EcoRI for another four hours under same conditions. The sample was 
inactivated at 65°C for 20 minutes. The first round of ligation was done by 
incubating samples with 50 units of ligase in 10X ligation buffer overnight at 
16°C. Decrosslinking of proteins from DNA was performed by adding 300 ug of 
Proteinase K overnight at 65°C. The samples were further treated with 300 ug of 
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RNAse H at 37°C for an hour to remove RNA. Phenol-chloroform based DNA 
extraction was by performed by adding equal amount of phenol chloroform to the 
sample. The samples were vigorously agitated and centrifuged at 3500 rpm to 
obtain an aqueous layer containing relatively pure DNA. The aqueous phase was 
treated with 0.1 volume of 2M sodium acetate and 3 volumes of 100% ethanol 
and frozen at -80°C overnight. The samples were centrifuged at 9000 rpm at 4°C 
to pellet DNA. The DNA was further washed with 70% ethanol at 4°C and the 
pellet obtained was dissolved in Tris-HCl (pH-7.5). The samples underwent 
another round of DNA digestion with 50 units of DpnII (4 bp cutter) in 10X 
NEBuffer overnight at 37°C. The restriction enzymes were inactivated by 
incubating samples at 65°C for 20 minutes. The samples were further treated 
with 100 units of ligase in 10X ligation buffer overnight. The DNA was 
precipitated by 0.1 volume of 2M sodium acetate (pH-5.6), 0.01 volume of 
glycogen and 100% ethanol overnight in -80°C. The samples were centrifuged at 
9000 rpm at 4°C to pellet DNA. The DNA was further washed with 70% ethanol 
at 4°C and the pellet obtained was dissolved in Tris-HCl (pH-7.5). DNA obtained 
was run through QiaQuick PCR purification kit. The concentration was measured 
with Nanodrop and the purified DNA was stored at -20°C. The DNA samples 
were then amplified using specially designed primers containing for 4C specific 
reverse PCR amplification. The first primer is designed on top of the primary 
restriction site (EcoRI) whereas the second primer is designed within 100 base 
pairs of the closest secondary restriction site (DpnII) on ekl-1 promoter 
sequence. The primers also include bar code and adapter primer DNA added to 
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the ends that will be required for high throughput sequencing after amplification. 
The PCR was performed using Expand Long Template Polymerase enzyme with 
denaturation at 94°C for 10 seconds, annealing at 62°C for one minute and 
extension at 68°C for 3 minutes. The PCR products were purified using High 
Pure PCR Product Purification Kit (Roche, #11732676001) to separate unused 
primers from the PCR product. We ran a gel to verify presence of 4C amplified 
fragments. Further, PCR amplified DNA was cloned into pGEM vectors and 
transformed in JM109 bacteria. Ten positive clones obtained were purified using 
Zymogen ZR plasmid miniprep kit and Sanger sequencing was performed. 
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Chapter 3: Role of Nuclear Envelope in Localization of Dream Complex 
Bound Genes 
 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
 
Temperature sensitive DREAM complex mutants and high temperature 
larval arrest phenotype can be useful tools for studying epigenetic 
mechanisms involved in germline gene regulation 
The DREAM complex plays a major role in maintaining proper gene expression 
in somatic cells of C. elegans.  The DREAM complex is a conserved 
transcriptional repressor protein complex that prevents germline gene expression 
by binding to germline gene promoters (Fay et al., 2007; Harrison et al., 2006; 
Tabuchi et al., 2011). Mutations in genes of DREAM complex members causes 
moderate levels of germline gene misexpression under normal growth conditions 
of 20ºC (Wang et al., 2005).  Additionally, our lab has shown that DREAM 
complex mutants, when grown at a high temperature of 26ºC, show enhanced 
levels of germline gene misexpression (Petrella et al.,2011).  Increased levels of 
misexpression are accompanied by a unique high temperature larval 
developmental arrest (HTA) phenotype; wherein mutants do not grow beyond the 
larval L1 stage when incubated at 26°C (Petrella et al., 2011).  We use the HTA 
phenotype in DREAM complex mutants as a preliminary phenotypic marker for 
determining genetic interaction of DREAM complex genes with nuclear 
membrane and nuclear pore complex genes.  
Transcriptional activity can be controlled by different epigenetic 
mechanisms in DREAM complex mutants.  
The eukaryotic genome displays an open chromatin structure during early 
development and later forms heterochromatin and euchromatin regions during 
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differentiation (Talwar et al., 2013; Yuzyuk et al., 2009).  Generally, repressed 
genes cluster together and form zones of repression. These genes can be further 
repressed by tethering of the chromatin to the nuclear lamina (Towbin et al., 
2012).  The nuclear peripheral regions, except around the nuclear pore proteins, 
is considered as a hub of repressed genes (Finlan et al., 2008; Shachar et al., 
2017; Shaklai et al., 2007).  The inner side of inner nuclear membrane is lined by 
the nuclear lamina, which physically associates with chromatin. The lamina 
connects with inner nuclear membrane through interaction with LEM domain 
proteins (Dobrzynska et al., 2016).  BAF proteins act as a physical connection 
between LEM domain proteins and the chromatin (Brachner et al., 2011). In 
several organisms, heterochromatin with its associated repressive histone 
chromatin modifications is canonically associated with the nuclear periphery 
(Harr et al., 2016; Snyder et al., 2016; Poleshko et al., 2019). For instance, 
trimethylation of histone 3 at the lysine 9 position (H3K9me) augments the level 
of repression at the nuclear periphery (Towbin et al., 2012).   The nuclear 
envelope is composed of nuclear membranes, nuclear lamina and nuclear pore 
complex.  Apart from mediating the transport of small molecules across the 
nuclear membrane, nuclear pore complex is considered to act as a hub for 
actively expressed genes (Taddei 2007). Interestingly, the nuclear pore complex 
is composed of domains that shows association with both active and repressed 
genes (D'Angelo 2018).  The nuclear pore complex can function as expressive or 
repressive gene hub by potentially modulating the composition of nuclear pore 
proteins (Ibarra et al., 2016). Also, it has been well established that the interior of 
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the nucleus is generally euchromatic in nature (Federova & Zink 2008). 
Localization of genes within the nuclear compartment helps us predict the 
expression state of genes in spatial context. In this chapter, we focus on 
understanding the relationship between DREAM complex target genes and the 
nuclear envelope using HTA phenotyping and imaging based localization studies. 
RESULTS 
 
 
DNA arrays are compartmentalized to the nuclear envelope in both wild 
type and DREAM complex mutants 
We wanted to understand if loss of the DREAM complex is associated with gross 
changes in localization of chromatin in nuclear space. Localization of chromatin 
in nuclear space is non-random and an important indicator of expression state 
(Hubner et al., 2010; Misteli 2008). Determining the changes in localization of 
chromosomes in the nuclei will provide us evidence of the role of DREAM 
complex in broadly controlling the chromatin expression state. Loss of the 
DREAM complex is associated with decompaction of chromatin (Costello et al., 
2019).  Additionally, high temperature stress is associated with chromatin 
decompaction in nuclei (Costello et al., 2019; Kaiserli et al 2018; Pecinka et al., 
2010).  We also know that chromatin decompaction is enough to cause changes 
in nuclear localization of genes (Therizols et al., 2014).  Therefore, we 
hypothesized that the loss of DREAM complex at high temperatures is 
associated with changes in nuclear compartmentalization of the chromosomes.  
We predicted that the loss of DREAM complex would result in aberrant 
localization of chromatin; wherein repressed chromatin associated with the 
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nuclear envelope will move away from the nuclear envelope under high 
temperature stress.  
We utilized Nuclear Spot Assays to determine if extrachromosomal DNA 
array localization is altered under high temperature stress in DREAM complex 
mutants (Fig 3.1).  The Nuclear Spot Assay used transgenic C. elegans strains 
containing an extra chromosomal DNA array (Costello et al., 2019) with random 
DNA sequence and multiple lacO sites for LacI-GFP binding behaving almost as 
an independent chromosome.  The transgenic strain has LacIgfp gene under 
ubiquitous promoter integrated into the genome that can bind to lacO sites in the 
array allowing detection of spatial localization of the DNA array in the intestinal 
nuclei marked by dTomato marker.  This assay was previously utilized to study 
anchoring of heterochromatin to nuclear periphery and general chromatin 
compaction (Costello et al.,2019; Gonzalez-Sandoval et al, 2015; Yuzyuk et al, 
2009).  We used a confocal microscopy to acquire Z-stacks for assessing the 
complete nuclear space in three dimensions to determine the localization of DNA 
arrays within the nuclear compartment.  We found that the extrachromosomal 
DNA arrays localized to the nuclear periphery in the intestinal cells of both wild 
type and DREAM complex mutants (lin-54 and lin-35) at 20°C.  We found no 
significant changes in localization of random DNA sequence array in DREAM 
complex mutants in comparison to wild type even at 26°C (Fig 3.2). The results 
using artificial chromosomes suggests that the loss of DREAM complex does not 
result in gross alteration of nuclear localization at the chromosomal level. 
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Fig 3.1: Nuclear Spot Assay: Representation of extrachromosomal array in the nucleus with 
genomically integrated laci-gfp gene. The extrachromosomal chromosome contains multiple 
LacO sequence repeats for LacI-GFP to bind helping in visualization as a spot in nucleus. X 
denotes DNA sequence that are attached to the arrays. For our experiments we used 3 
variations; random DNA sequence, C05C10.7 loci, ekl-1 promoter + mcCherry. 
 
 
DNA arrays containing DREAM target promoter loci are localized to nuclear 
periphery in DREAM complex mutants 
We wanted to ask if the DREAM complex plays a role in localization of DREAM 
target germline genes in nuclear space. Several DREAM target genes show 
misexpression in DREAM complex mutants, which is further exacerbated at 26°C 
(Petrella et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2012).  DREAM complex 
target genes that show compacted chromatin structure in wild-type somatic cells 
show reduced compaction in DREAM complex mutants (Costello et al., 2019). 
The compaction is further reduced in the mutants at a higher temperature of 
26°C (Costello et al., 2019). We hypothesized that the DREAM target gene 
containing arrays that are repressed in somatic cells will migrate to interior active 
gene expression zones of the nuclei in DREAM complex mutants.  We 
introduced DREAM target gene loci C05C10.7 into extrachromosomal array with  
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Fig 3.2: DNA arrays are localized to nuclear envelope in both wild type and DREAM 
complex mutants at both 20°Cand 26°C. A. Graph showing the localization of DNA array in 
intestinal cells of WT & DREAM complex mutants. B. Representative image for DNA array 
localization in intestinal cells of WT & DREAM complex mutants.  
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same features as described in random DNA extrachromosomal array described 
above.  
We utilized the Nuclear spot assay (as described above) to determine the 
localization of DREAM target containing extrachromosomal array in the wild type 
and found that the DNA array localized to nuclear periphery (data not shown).  A 
genetic cross of the wild type worms containing the extrachromosomal array with 
lin-54 mutants did not result in viable progeny.  We speculate that multiple copies 
of the DREAM target genes within the extrachromosomal arrays of lin-54 mutant 
worms resulted in potential exacerbation of misexpression leading to 
compromised viability. 
 In order to address the viability issue, we designed a new 
extrachromosomal DNA array utilizing a multicopy lacO containing array with the 
1kb promoter region of the DREAM target gene ekl-1 fused to mCherry.  Nuclear 
spot assays with the DREAM target promoter (ekl-1 promoter) containing array 
showed localization in the nucleus at the nuclear envelope in both wild type and 
lin-54 mutants at both 20°C and 26°C (Figure 3.3).  These results suggest that 
gene loci bound by DREAM complex reside at the nuclear envelope region and 
do not move to the active zone of expression in the interior core of the nucleus.  
Loss of Nuclear Envelope protein Emerin does not exacerbate the HTA 
phenotype in lin-54 mutants 
We wanted to find out if the nuclear envelope plays a major role in maintaining 
repression of DREAM target germline genes. There is no evidence of genetic 
association between the nuclear envelope and the DREAM complex. Loss of the 
DREAM complex is associated with changes in histone mark modifications, 
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thereby indicating association of DREAM complex with chromatin (Rechtsteiner 
et al., 2019; Tabuchi et al., 2014).  EMR-1 is a nuclear membrane protein known 
to physically interact with BAF-1 (a chromatin factor) (Liu et al., 2003).  In 
addition to that, we know that repressed genes have the capability to physically 
associate with the nuclear envelope (Romero-Bueno et al., 2019). Therefore, we 
hypothesized that the loss of a chromatin associated nuclear membrane protein 
EMR-1 will alter the localization of DREAM complex bound genes resulting in 
changes in ectopic germline gene expression.  We reasoned that loss of nuclear 
envelope architectural proteins may disrupt the anchoring of genes to the 
envelope allowing gene migration to the interior resulting in increased ectopic  
 
 
 
Fig 3.3: DNA arrays containing DREAM target germline gene loci show localization to 
nuclear envelope in wild type and lin-54 mutants at both 20°C and 26°C. Graph shows the 
percentage of arrays in intestinal cells that are localized away and towards nuclear envelope. 
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Fig 3.4: LEM domain proteins do not show HTA phenotype and ectopic expression of PGL-
1. A. HTA phenotype analysis for WT, lin-54 and LEM domain mutants at 26°C showed no larval 
arrest phenotype in LEM domain mutants. Loss of EMR-1 did not suppress larval arrest 
phenotype in lin-54 mutants. B. Representative image of L1 stage worms in WT, lin-35 and LEM 
domain mutants at 26°C for PGL-1 expression. LEM domain mutants do not express PGL-1 
outside of primordial germ cells. Yellow arrow denotes primordial germ cells. C. HTA phenotype 
analysis for WT, lin-54, emr-1 and lin-54; emr-1 mutants at 24°C showed no larval arrest. Error 
bars represent standard error of proportion 
 
. 
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expression, which in turn may allow worms to arrest at the L1 stage even at 
lower temperatures.  Previous studies have shown that there are instances in 
which several mutants in chromatin associated genes such as let-418 and mep-1 
show larval arrest at 20°C (Passannante et al., 2010).  We found that LEM 
domain protein mutants such as emr-1, lem-2, and lem-3 independently do not 
show larval arrest phenotype at 26°C (Fig 3.4A). These LEM domain mutant 
worms upshifted to 26°C also do not show any significant changes in ectopic 
PGL-1 expression compared to wild type worms (Fig 3.4B).  We then tested lin-
54; emr-1 and found that no worms arrested at a temperature of 24°C (Fig 3.4C).  
Based on the phenotyping experiments, we predicted several possibilities.  One 
possibility is that functional redundancy of EMR-1 with LEM-2 and LEM-3 may 
lead to our failure to see enhancement of the phenotypes studied.  It is also 
possible that the nuclear membrane may not be directly interacting at the 
functional level with the DREAM complex to repress gene expression. We also 
upshifted lin-54; emr-1 mutants to 26°C to see if these mutants would show any 
suppression of larval arrest phenotype (Fig 3.4A).  We found that lin-54; emr-1 
progeny did not show any suppression of larval arrest phenotype at 26°C partially 
ruling out an opposing functional relationship between the DREAM complex and 
the nuclear membrane proteins. 
Knockdown of nuclear pore proteins results in complete suppression of 
the HTA phenotype 
We wanted to determine if the DREAM complex shows any association with the 
nuclear pore complex located on the nuclear envelope. Based on results from 
previous experiments, DREAM complex target genes seem to be associated with 
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the nuclear periphery in both wild type and DREAM complex mutants.  If there is 
a genetic interaction present between the DREAM complex and nuclear pore 
proteins, we would be able to define the functional relevancy of this interaction. 
The nuclear pore complex is considered to act as a region of actively expressed 
genes (Taddei et al., 2007). We hypothesized that DREAM complex target genes 
genetically interact with the nuclear pore protein complex. We reasoned that loss 
of DREAM complex in mutants may be associated with changes in nuclear 
localization of DREAM target genes from repressive nuclear membranes to 
active regions of nuclear pore protein complex. There are multiple copies of close 
to 30 different nuclear pore proteins in the nuclear pore complex (Cohen et al., 
2003). Nuclear pore complex genes can be classified based on location of 
proteins in the nuclear pore complex (cyto-nucleoplasmic ring, cytoplasmic, 
nuclear basket, central channel, inner ring, transmembrane) (Fig 3.5A). In order 
to understand the relationship between DREAM complex and several different 
nuclear pore proteins, we conducted a suppression of high temperature larval 
arrest (HTA) phenotype assay.  We predicted that loss of nuclear pore protein in 
the absence of DREAM complex should result in suppression of the HTA 
phenotype allowing normal growth of worms at (26°C).  As a hypothetical model, 
this would mean that in the wild type, the DREAM complex target genes are 
associated with the nuclear membrane (Fig 3.5B).  In DREAM complex mutants, 
the DREAM complex target genes would be misexpressed by localizing to 
nuclear pore complex active compartments. In the event of loss of both nuclear 
pore complex integrity and DREAM complex, the nuclear pore complex region  
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Fig 3.5: Genetic interaction of DREAM complex and nuclear pore proteins. A. Structure of 
the Nuclear Pore Complex comprises of several different types of nuclear pore protein 
categorized based on location. B. Hypothetical model of nuclear localization of DREAM complex 
target germline gene promoter loci in WT, dream complex mutant and dream;npp mutants . The 
model has been hypothesized based on HTA phenotype, misexpression of P granules (germline 
gene products) and germline promoter array localization. In the wild type, the DREAM complex 
target genes are localized to nuclear periphery. We predict that germline genes move to NPP 
region in DREAM mutants. We also predict that germline genes move away from nuclear pore 
regions when NPP structure is altered in npp; dream mutants. It is equally possible that germline 
genes could be alternating within active and repressive zones of the nuclear pore complex. C. 
Knockdown of several nuclear pore complex genes show suppression of HTA phenotype in lin-54 
mutant background. L4440 is empty vector negative control and mrg-1 is a positive control. 
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may not act as zones of active expression resulting in repression of DREAM 
target genes allowing worms to grow without arresting at the L1 stage. 
Sixteen of the available nuclear pore protein (npp gene) RNAi clones from 
26 were individually knocked-down in wild type and lin-54 mutant background.  
We found that knockdown of 9 nuclear pore complex genes namely: npp-7 
(nuclear basket), npp-11 (central channel), npp-12 (transmembrane), npp-14 
(cytoplasmic) npp-15 (cyto-nucleoplasmic ring), npp-16 (nuclear basket), npp-17 
(cytoplasmic), npp-18 (cyto-nucleoplasmic ring) and npp-21 (nuclear basket)  
individually in lin-54 mutants showed strong suppression of HTA phenotype 
allowing worms to grow past larval stage into adults (Fig 3.5C).  The high 
temperature larval arrest suppression phenotype performed was aimed at 
determining if any specific region of the nuclear pore complex may be associated 
with DREAM complex mutant behavior.  The results indicate that one specific 
region of the nuclear pore complex may not be solely responsible in interacting 
with the DREAM complex and associated phenotypes.   
DISCUSSION 
DREAM complex mutants show the High Temperature larval Arrest (HTA) 
phenotype at 26°C that is generally associated with increased misexpression of 
germline genes such as pgl-1 in somatic cells of DREAM complex mutants 
(Petrella et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2005; Wu et al. 2012).  Loss of several nuclear 
pore complex genes in lin-54 mutants background resulted in complete 
suppression of the HTA phenotype allowing worms to grow past the larval stage 
to become adults and have progeny.  Using DNA arrays, we were able to 
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visualize that DREAM target germline gene promoters were compartmentalized 
to the nuclear envelope in both wild type and DREAM complex mutants at both 
normal growth conditions (20°C) and moderate temperature stress (26°C) 
conditions.  Based on these results, we propose that DREAM complex target 
germline genes localize to the active sites of the nuclear envelope such as 
nuclear pore complex in DREAM complex mutants for ectopic gene expression. 
 The major component of the nuclear envelope comprising of nuclear 
membrane functions to maintain genes in repressed state (Shachar et al., 2017).  
In C. elegans, tissue specific promoters in DNA arrays do not tend to show a bias 
towards localizing to a specific location within the nuclei until differentiation is 
complete (Meister et al., 2010). In other words, DNA arrays tend to localize 
randomly in the nuclei before differentiating into a specific tissue type. 
Localization of DREAM target containing arrays was observed at a stage post 
complete differentiation when we would expect the arrays to localize in a non-
random fashion. Mapping of chromosomes indicates that LEM domain proteins of 
the nuclear membrane are associated with distal chromosomal arms indicating 
interaction of genes in the chromosomal arms with nuclear envelope (Ikegami et 
al. 2010; Towbin et al. 2012; Gonzalez-Aguilera et al. 2014; Gonzalez-Sandoval 
et al. 2015).  Genes associated with LEM domain proteins such as LEM-2 and 
EMR-1 are enriched in H3K9me marks that play a role in asserting the nuclear 
localization towards the nuclear periphery (Towbin et al. 2012; Gonzalez-
Sandoval et al. 2015).  Interestingly, new data from our lab shows that DREAM 
target germline genes are not necessarily localized on the distal chromosomal 
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region (Rechtsteiner et al., 2018). We hypothesize several possible models to 
describe our failure to see a genetic interaction between nuclear membrane 
proteins and the DREAM complex despite the localization of DREAM target loci 
to the nuclear periphery: (i) It is possible that an absence of direct interaction 
between LEM domain proteins and the DREAM target germline genes away from 
chromosomal distal ends may have resulted in no exacerbation or suppression of 
HTA phenotype in mutants lacking LEM domain proteins. (ii) The LEM domain 
proteins interact with the chromatin via intermediate proteins such as BAF-1 (Lee 
et al., 2001). The probable lack of direct physical interaction between DREAM 
target genes located away from distal chromosomal arms and the nuclear 
membrane may be responsible for no change in HTA phenotype. Studying 
genetic interaction between baf-1 and DREAM complex genes will help us 
identify if there is a direct interaction of DREAM complex target genes with 
nuclear membrane and associated proteins. (iii) Another possibility is some level 
of functional redundancy of LEM-2 and EMR-1 at the nuclear membrane where 
loss of any one of protein compensated for the other protein to some extent (Liu 
et al., 2003) resulting in no changes in HTA phenotype.  
In order to study the change in localization of DREAM target genes, it was 
important to determine how discernable is nuclear pore protein complex from 
nuclear membrane. Differentiating nuclear pore from nuclear membrane is 
important because genes at the nuclear membrane are conventionally known to 
be repressed whereas genes at nuclear pore complex can have either active and 
repressed gene expression state (D'Angelo 2018). We were not able to distinctly 
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differentiate between the nuclear membrane and the nuclear pore protein under 
confocal microscopy. A better resolution with super resolution confocal 
microscopy will be required to help us understand the subtle nuclear localization 
changes along the nuclear periphery. Future studies can also utilize ChIP-qPCR 
to determine if DREAM target genes physically interact with nuclear pore 
complex (Rohner et al., 2013). 
At this time, we cannot rule out a more general issue of macromolecular 
import and export function compromise due to mutation in nuclear pore complex 
genes (Bonnet et al., 2014).  The nucleo-cytoplasmic transport is necessitated by 
nuclear envelope that acts as a spatial barrier between cytoplasm and nucleus. 
The nuclear pore complex has been long known to play roles in selective 
transport of macromolecules within the cell. It has been shown that specific 
nucleoproteins in the nuclear pore complex can have differential effects on 
mRNA transport (Siniossoglou et al., 1996; Tran et al., 2014). Therefore, it is 
possible that loss of nuclear pore complex components may impact expression of 
genes associated with HTA phenotype through the nucleo-cytoplasmic transport 
context. 
 Overall, our findings suggest that DREAM complex target genes localize 
to nuclear envelope during both active and repressive expression states.  Future 
studies will help us understand mechanisms utilized by DREAM target genes in 
regulating gene expression at the nuclear envelope. 
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Chapter 4: Wild type expressed transcription factors direct germline gene 
misexpression and larval arrest phenotype in DREAM complex mutants 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Transcription factors can be defined as proteins that can bind DNA in a sequence 
specific manner to regulate transcription (Phillips et al., 2008).  The ability to bind 
specific DNA sequence with greater preference using defined motifs provides 
transcription factor function information (Geertz et al., 2012, Ptashne et al., 
2011).  Transcription factor’s main function is to bind appropriate DNA 
sequences and recruit factors required for transcription such as cofactors, RNA 
polymerase etc. (Felinksi et al., 2001; Hu et al., 1999; Spitiz et al., 2012). 
Transcription factors bind to both proximal promoters of genes and enhancer 
sequences present several base pairs away via chromatin looping (Meng et al., 
2017).  
 Besides DNA sequence specificity, transcription factors also use 
epigenetic information that defines DNA groove shape and structure for DNA 
binding such as methylation and DNA accessibility (Hu et al., 2013; Klemm et al., 
2019; Rohs et al., 2010). In fact, transcription factors may be required to 
cooperate or compete with chromatin modifications to bind appropriate DNA 
binding sites (Adams et al., 1995). Other functions associated with transcription 
factors include acting as pioneer factors to seed gene expression and compete 
with other proteins such as histones to bind DNA sequence of interest. (Heberle 
et al., 2019; Nie et al., 2013; Zaret et al., 2011). 
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DREAM complex target genes are strongly repressed in somatic nuclei 
through binding of repressor DREAM complex and chromatin factors. LIN-35 
functions as bridge between E2F-DP and the MuvB core sub-complexes of the 
DREAM complex (Goetsch et al., 2017). Mutation in LIN-35 that disrupts physical 
interaction between with LIN-52 (present in MuvB core of the DREAM complex) 
does not impact DREAM complex occupancy at the target sites (Goetsch et al., 
2019). At the same time, almost complete loss of LIN-35 resulted in genome-
wide loss of both MuvB and E2F-DP occupancy at target sites resulting in 
misexpression (Goetsch et al., 2017). On the other hand, LIN-54 protein of 
DREAM complex is the DNA binding component that uses two tandem cysteine 
rich TESMIN domain to bind Cell cycle gene Homology Region (CHR) of target 
genes (Marceau et al., 2016). LIN-54 binding to DNA as a part of DREAM 
complex is accompanied by adjacent binding of EFL-1-DPL-1 (homologous to 
E2F-DP) at Cell cycle Dependent Element (CDE) sequence. The lin-54(n2231) 
mutant strain utilized for our experiments has a tesmin domain missense 
mutation (G252E) and an additional point mutation at the C terminal (A442T) 
resulting in a protein that loses its binding capacity to DREAM complex target 
genes preventing DREAM complex assembly (Tabuchi et al., 2011). 
DREAM complex mutants show delayed chromatin compaction at high 
temperatures (Costello et al. 2019).  The delay in chromatin compaction is 
associated with open accessible chromatin conformation, which can facilitate 
recruitment of DNA binding proteins such as transcription factors (Heinz et al. 
2012).  Repressor complexes, such as the DREAM complex, work 
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antagonistically to gene activation by preventing RNA polymerase access to 
target promoter loci (Hernández-Arriaga et al. 2009).  The delayed chromatin 
compaction seen in DREAM complex mutants may provide an opportunity for 
transcription factors to ectopically activate germline genes in the soma. Our goal 
is to determine the transcription factors that are involved in misexpression of 
DREAM complex target germline genes in the DREAM complex mutants. HTA 
phenotype, characteristic of DREAM complex mutants, was utilized as a genetic 
tool to perform a suppression screen in identifying transcription factors involved 
in misexpression of DREAM complex target genes. 
RESULTS 
 
 
Multiple wild type embryonically expressed transcription factors direct the 
High Temperature larval Arrest (HTA) phenotype in lin-54 mutants 
The goal of our study was to identify the transcription factors that can suppress 
high temperature larval arrest phenotype in DREAM complex mutants. Mutation 
in DREAM complex components is known to result in misexpression of germline 
genes in somatic cells (Petrella et al. 2011, Wang et al. 2005, Wu et al. 2012). 
The misexpression of gene expression in DREAM complex mutants is associated 
with arrest of worms at the larval L1 stage at 26°C termed the High Temperature 
larval Arrest (HTA) phenotype. We predicted that transcription factors would bind 
and drive misexpression of DREAM complex target germline genes in DREAM 
complex mutants that show displacement of the DREAM complex from promoter 
region of germline genes (Fig 4.1A, B). In order to identify the transcription 
factors required for the ectopic expression of DREAM complex target genes, we 
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Figure 4.1: RNAi screen to identify transcription factors involved in suppression of HTA 
phenotype and DREAM complex target gene expression in DREAM complex mutants. (A) 
Model of DREAM complex target gene regulation (1) In the wild type, the DREAM complex 
represses germline gene misexpression in somatic cells and allows normal worm growth past the 
L1 stage at 26°C. (2) In lin-54 mutants, loss of DREAM complex results in activation of DREAM 
target genes and the high temperature larval arrest (HTA) phenotype is observed at 26°C. (3) TFs 
knocked down by RNAi in lin-54 mutant background decreases DREAM target gene expression 
and restored larval growth. (B) Workflow for RNAi screen to identify transcription factors involved 
in suppression of HTA phenotype and reduction in germline PGL-1 misexpression in somatic cells 
of lin-54 mutants. 
 
 
performed an RNA interference screen of transcription factors in lin-54 mutants 
for suppression of the HTA phenotype. We utilized a Yeast-1-Hybrid dataset 
(Reece-Hoyes et al. 2011) containing transcription factors tested against 
promoter sequences and found that the dataset contained 46 DREAM complex 
target genes (Goetsch et al. 2017). We used the 123 transcription factor 
candidates for our RNAi screen that had the capability to bind at least one of the 
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46 DREAM complex promoter sequence (Appendix 2). The preliminary RNAi 
screen was performed by qualitatively (yes/no method) determining if the 
progeny of L4 stage worms grown on RNAi bacteria at 26°C showed 
development beyond L1 stage to become L4/adult worms. RNAi against mrg-1, a 
chromatin associated factor but not a transcription factor previously shown to 
suppress the HTA phenotype (Petrella et al.  2011), was used as a positive 
control. We found that RNAi against 26 of 123 TF candidates tested were able to 
suppress the HTA phenotype in lin-54 mutants (Figure 4.2A-B). The 26 
candidates obtained were screened again quantitatively to determine the 
percentage of worms where the HTA phenotype was suppressed and grew past 
the L1 stage to reach L4/adult stage. We found that knockdown of 15 of 26 
transcription factors resulted in statistically significant suppression of HTA 
phenotype compared to knockdown of empty vector L4440 bacteria (Figure 4.2A, 
Table 4.1). The strong suppression of HTA phenotype by knockdown of several 
transcription factors (now addressed as TF HTA suppressors) indicated that 
multiple transcription factors could act as a strong factor individually in disrupting 
normal growth and development when the DREAM complex is not able to 
function in repressing its target genes at high temperatures. 
We wanted to determine if the above identified TF HTA suppressor 
transcription factors are expressed ectopically or show expression in the wild 
type. Earlier experiments have shown that intestinal cells show high 
misexpression of germline genes (Petrella et al., 2011).  The misexpression of  
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Table 4.1: Transcription factors that suppress HTA and PGL-1 ectopic 
expression 
* Transcription factors with significantly weaker PGL-1 pixel intensity when knocked-down in lin-
54 mutants compared to RNAi empty vector L4440. 
# % adult worms indicate the percentage of worms that were able to suppress HTA during TF 
knockdown in lin-54 mutant background. 
+ Average Pixel Intensity ratio was determined by subtracting and dividing background mean pixel 
intensity from mean pixel intensity of worm somatic cells. 
 
 
germline genes in the intestine has been predicted to be factor in resultant larval 
arrest phenotype due to either the inability of the intestine to uptake or utilize 
nutrients. Therefore, we also wanted specifically to know if the transcription 
factors showed expression in the intestinal cells. Analysis of the embryonic 
expression of the TF HTA suppressors from a recently published single-cell 
RNA-seq of the C. elegans embryos showed that all but one are expressed in the 
Transcription 
Factor Gene 
Transcription 
Factor Family 
HTA 
Suppression in 
lin-54 
% Adult 
worms# 
Adj PGL-1 
intensity ratio+ 
(Std Dev) 
ceh-1 HD Yes 39.9 4.373(2.142)* 
mab-5 HD - HOX Yes 65.53 6.683(3.571) 
mec-3 HD - LIM Yes 67.12 4.482(1.334)* 
lin-11 HD - LIM Yes 25.13 6.09(2.267)* 
vab-3 HD - PRD Yes 63.73 5.792(2.475) 
unc-42 HD - PRD Yes 32.8 4.023(1.626)* 
mig-5 WH Yes 29.05 3.089(1.474)* 
fkh-2 WH - Fork 
Head 
Yes 43.01 5.79(3.268)* 
ztf-1 ZF - C2H2 - 4 
fingers 
Yes 40.36 3.876(2.404)* 
ztf-6 ZF - C2H2 - 2 
fingers 
Yes 47.25 4.145(2.317)* 
ztf-8 ZF - C2H2 - 3 
fingers 
Yes 58.04 5.698(2.962) 
dmd-6 ZF - DM Yes 53.18 4.131(2.193)* 
flh-2 ZF - FLYWCH Yes 69.18 5.79(1.854) 
nhr-20 ZF - NHR Yes 60.84 3.594(1.388)* 
nhr-47 ZF - NHR Yes 34.21 6.235(1.577) 
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embryonic intestinal lineage (Packer et al. 2019). The sole exception is ceh-1, 
which is expressed embryonically, but with no clear evidence of intestinal 
expression (Packer et al. 2019). This analysis suggested that the transcription 
 
 
 
Fig 4.2: Knockdown of transcription factors results in suppression of HTA phenotype in 
DREAM complex mutants. (A) Knock-down of 15 and 11 transcription factors in lin-54 and lin-35 
mutants respectively resulted in significant suppression of the HTA phenotype when compared to 
L4440 empty vector RNAi. There was no suppression of the HTA phenotype in lin-13 mutants 
upon knock-down of any of the 15 transcription factors. RNAi against mrg-1 was used as a 
positive control for HTA suppression. Significant percentage of growth to the L4/Adult stage 
compared to L4440 empty vector was determined by Fisher’s Exact test (*P value ≤ 0.05). Error 
bars indicate standard error of proportion. (B) Transcription factors that when knocked down 
passed the preliminary binary qualitative HTA suppression in lin-54 mutants but failed to show 
statistically significant HTA suppression by quantitative analysis. Significant percentage of growth 
to the L4/Adult stage compared to L4440 empty vector was determined by Fisher’s Exact test (*P 
value ≤ 0.05). Error bars indicate standard error of proportion. 
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factors involved in misexpression of DREAM target genes in somatic intestinal 
cells may already be present in the cells waiting to occupy the DREAM complex 
target sites. 
RNAi of TF HTA suppressors also suppresses the HTA phenotype of lin-35 
mutants but not lin-13 mutants 
We wanted to determine whether knockdown of transcription factors that show 
suppression of the HTA phenotype in lin-54 mutants also show a similar 
phenotype in lin-35 mutant background. This was important to know because if 
knockdown of other DREAM complex members did not show suppression of the 
HTA phenotype, then there is a strong possibility that the suppression phenotype 
observed could be a LIN-54 specific effect probably independent of DREAM 
complex. Previous studies have shown that not just lin-54, but also lin-35 and 
several other members of DREAM complex when mutated show larval arrest 
phenotype at 26°C (Petrella et al., 2011). Therefore, we tested to see if lin-35 
mutants also show suppression of HTA phenotype in conjunction with 
knockdown of lin-54 mutant associated HTA TF suppressors. We performed 
RNAi against the 15 TF HTA suppressors in a lin-35 mutant background and 
found that RNAi against 11 of the 15 TF HTA suppressors genes in lin-35 
mutants showed significant suppression of HTA phenotype compared to 
knockdown of L4440 empty vector in lin-35 mutant background (Figure 4.2A).  
We observed that the level of suppression was less in lin-35 mutants when 
compared to lin-54 mutants. We attribute the reduced suppression to some 
known pleiotropic effects of lin-35 mutants that may also be responsible for 
reduced fertility and slow growth in comparison to lin-54 mutants. (Chi et al. 
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2006, Kudron et al. 2013, Rual et al. 2004; J.C. and L.N.P data not shown).  LIN-
54 has been shown to bind several DREAM complex target genes even when 
LIN-35 is lost (Goetsch et al., 2017). It is plausible that these genes bound by 
LIN-54 may be direct targets of TFs identified and have relatively bigger role in 
directing the HTA phenotype. 
We also wanted to determine whether knockdown of transcription factors 
that show suppression of HTA phenotype in DREAM complex mutants also show 
similar phenotype in a HP1 complex mutant background. The HTA phenotype is 
a characteristic of not just DREAM complex mutants but also mutants in 
members of the HP1 complex (Petrella et al. 2011). Because both DREAM 
complex mutants and HP1 mutants show HTA phenotype, we predicted that both 
protein complexes are working together to maintain proper growth and 
development of worms and therefore knockdown of DREAM complex associated  
HTA suppressors will be able to also suppress HTA in HP1 complex mutants.  
LIN-13 is a member of the HP1 complex that shows both ectopic expression of 
germline genes and the HTA phenotype (Coustham et al. 2006; Petrella et al. 
2011). To determine if the loss of TF HTA suppressors is able to suppress the 
HTA phenotype when HP1 complex function is compromised, we performed 
RNAi against the 15 TF HTA suppressors in a lin-13 mutant background. None of 
the HTA suppressor transcription factors when knocked down showed 
suppression of HTA phenotype (Figure 4.2A). The combined results of lin-54, lin-
35, and lin-13 mutants suggest that TF HTA suppressors are acting to oppose 
the DREAM complex but not the HP1 complex function of maintaining proper 
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gene expression. There is also a good possibility that LIN-13 HP1 complex 
functions at a broader range of genes compared to DREAM complex. Therefore, 
just knocking down transcription factors associated with DREAM complex binding 
site may not be enough to mitigate the developmental misexpression that may 
occur at other LIN-13 regulated sites outside of DREAM complex and HP1 
complex combined control.   
RNAi against 9 TF HTA suppressors lowers PGL-1 misexpression in the 
soma of lin-54 mutants 
We wanted to determine if knockdown of transcription factors that suppress HTA 
phenotype also reduce misexpression of germline genes in somatic cells. The 
reduction in misexpression of P-granules would help us understand if 
suppression of HTA phenotype has a direct relationship with germline gene 
misexpression levels. PGL-1 is a component of P-granules that are exclusively 
expressed in the germline of the wild-type. There is strong evidence of 
misexpression of PGL-1 in the DREAM complex mutants’ somatic cells at 20°C 
and increased misexpression levels at 26°C (Wang et al. 2005; Petrella et al. 
2011). We performed RNAi against the 15 TF HTA suppressors in a lin-54 
mutant background to determine if TF HTA suppressors are necessary for the 
ectopic P-granule expression in DREAM complex mutants. A RT-qPCR of 
somatic cells in L1 larval stage would be difficult to perform technically because 
qPCR would require removal of primordial germ cells from each worm as the 
germ cell would contribute extensively to the levels of PGL-1. The level of the P-
granule protein PGL-1 in L1 larvae at 26°C across somatic cells was measured 
using antibody staining and the normalized mean somatic PGL-1 intensity for 
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each worm was calculated (referred to as adjusted PGL-1 intensity) for a given 
RNAi treatment (Materials and methods). In our test samples, RNAi of nine of 15 
TF HTA suppressors was able to significantly lower the adjusted PGL-1 intensity 
in lin-54 mutants at 26°C compared to L4440 empty vector control (Figure 4.3A 
and Table 4.1). RNAi knock-down of TF HTA suppressors generally resulted in a 
subset of the L1s in the population showing an adjusted PGL-1 intensity in the 
same range as is seen in wild type worms.  For example, more than half of L1s 
from plates treated with mig-5, ztf-1, and dmd-1 RNAi, showed an adjusted PGL-
1 intensity in the wild type range (Figure 4.3B).  The incomplete penetrance seen 
with suppression of ectopic PGL-1 expression mirrors the partial suppression of 
the HTA phenotype where a proportion of worms grow to the L4/Adult stage 
while others are arrested at the L1 stage. The spread of data for PGL-1 staining 
datapoints in lin-54 mutants (treated with empty vector RNA knockdown) was 
compared to PGL-1 staining distribution of every TF RNAi in lin-54 mutants. We 
found that there was a significant difference in variance of data distribution in 3 of 
9 TF RNAi (mab-5, fkh-2, ztf-8) dataset in lin-54 mutant background when 
compared to empty vector RNAi in lin-54 mutants. We also checked if there was 
a correlation for each TF HTA suppressor when knocked-down between the level 
of HTA suppression and suppressors of PGL-1 expression. We did not find any 
significant correlation between the two variables (Fig 4.4). Overall, the results 
suggest that loss of a some of the TF HTA suppressors are involved in 
specifically attenuating PGL-1 misexpression. More germline genes regulated by  
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Fig 4.3. RNAi knock down of 9 transcription factor candidates in a lin-54 mutant 
background at 26°C shows reduced ectopic PGL-1 expression. (A) Knock-down of 9 of 15 TF 
candidates tested showed a significant reduction in adjusted PGL-1 intensity somatic cells of lin-
54 mutants at 26°C when compared to lin-54 mutants grown on L4440 empty vector bacteria. Y 
axis indicates the adjusted PGL-1 intensity. The dot plot shows the adjusted PGL-1 intensity for a 
population of L1s for a particular RNAi treatment. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was done to compare 
empty vector L4440 in lin-54 mutants with every TF. (*P value ≤ 0.05). The horizontal lines 
indicate the mean and SD of the distribution. (B) Representative images for the negative control 
(L4440 RNAi in a lin-54 mutant background), positive controls (L4440 RNAi in WT, mrg-1 RNAi in 
a lin-54 mutant background) and a representative sample (mig-5 RNAi in a lin-54 mutant 
background). Arrows indicate primordial germ cells. 
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DREAM complex need to be studied to determine which transcription factors 
have a broader and bigger role in driving misexpression of germline genes. 
We also performed control experiments to determine if immunostaining 
technique has enough sensitivity to distinguish small changes in gene 
expression. We looked at PGL-1 intensity in wild type and lin-54 mutants at both 
20°C and 26°C.  We found that the adjusted PGL-1 intensity in somatic cells of 
lin-54 mutants at 26°C is significantly higher than the level in lin-54 mutants at 
20°C and wild type at 26°C (Figure 4.5).  No statistically significant difference 
was observed between adjusted PGL-1 intensity levels in the soma of lin-54 
mutants at 20°C and the wild type at both 20°C and 26°C (Figure 4.5). The 
results clearly indicate that there is a highly distinguishable difference of PGL-1 
misexpression between lin-54 mutants at 20°C and 26°C. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Linear Regression Analysis Plot of percentage of worms that show growth past 
L1 stage in worms against worms with adjusted pixel intensity of less than 3.4. The 
adjusted pixel intensity of 3.4 was specified as a threshold based on the observation that worm 
cluster that showed reduced PGL-1 were below pixel intensity ratio of 3.4 in RNAi knockdown of 
TFs in lin-54 mutants. We did not see a significant correlation between HTA suppression and 
reduction in PGL-1 misexpression during knockdown of TFs in lin-54 mutants. 
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of adjusted PGL-1 intensity data for wild type and lin-54 mutant 
controls at both 20°C and 26°C. No significant difference was observed among wild type at 
20°C, wild type at 26°C and lin-54 at 20°C. The horizontal lines indicate the mean and SD of the 
distribution.  
 
 
Enrichment Analysis of HTA suppressors show overrepresentation of Wnt 
signaling pathway associated transcription factors 
In order to determine if the TF HTA suppressors have related functional 
characteristics, we performed a functional enrichment analysis of the 15 HTA TF 
candidates. gProfiler g:GOSt functional profiling analysis revealed 
overrepresentation of transcription factors involved in the Wnt signaling pathway 
(Appendix 3). We also utilized PANTHER Overrepresentation Test that resulted 
in 53 over-represented Gene Ontology (GO) biological process terms (Appendix 
4).  The four most enriched GO terms were neuron fate specification, regulation 
of animal organ morphogenesis, regionalization, and positive regulation of 
transcription by RNA polymerase II.  Neuronal fate decisions and regionalization 
are both known to be regulated by Wnt signalling (Bielen et al. 2014; Mulligan 
and Cheyette 2017; Zwamborn et al. 2018).  Additionally, five of the TF HTA 
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suppressors, including LIN-11, MAB-5, LIN-11, VAB-3, and ZTF-6 have 
previously been shown to be associated with Wnt signaling (Doitsidou et al. 
2018; Gupta and Sternberg 2002; Johnson and Chamberlin 2008, Maloof et al. 
1999).  
DISCUSSION 
DREAM complex mutants show High Temperature larval Arrest (HTA) phenotype 
at 26°C that is generally accompanied by increased misexpression of germline 
genes such as pgl-1 in somatic cells of DREAM complex mutants (Petrella et al. 
2011; Wang et al. 2005; Wu et al. 2012).  We hypothesized that loss of DREAM 
complex would allow ectopic transcription factors to bind promoters of germline 
genes leading to misexpression in somatic cells of DREAM complex mutants 
resulting in HTA phenotype. We performed a limited RNAi screen against 
transcription factors in DREAM complex mutant background to identify the 
transcription factors that can suppress the HTA phenotype. We found that 
knockdown of 15 transcription factors resulted in significant suppression of HTA 
phenotype in lin-54 mutants. Knockdown of 9 of the 15 transcription factors 
resulted in significant reduction in germline associated PGL-1 misexpression in 
somatic cells. We also wanted to determine if transcription factor behavior was 
applicable to other members of the DREAM complex and HP1 complex that are 
known to regulate germline genes. Knockdown of 11 of the 15 identified 
transcription factors showed suppression of HTA phenotype in lin-35 mutants. 
Knockdown of none of the 15 transcription factors showed suppression of the 
HTA phenotype in HP1 complex associated lin-13 mutants. We concluded that 
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the identified transcription factors play a direct or indirect role in expressing 
DREAM complex target genes in DREAM complex mutants. 
Knockdown of every transcription factor candidate resulted in varying level 
of HTA suppression in DREAM complex mutants. Different levels of suppression 
shown by knockdown of different TFs can possibly be due to multiple levels of 
control required by TFs for HTA to occur. TFs that show higher suppression may 
play a more prominent role over other TFs in pathway leading to HTA phenotype. 
We also observed that lin-35 mutants show lower levels of overall HTA 
suppression compared to lin-54 mutants when TFs were knocked down. We 
theorized that the reduced suppression is possibly due to pleiotropic effects of 
lin-35 mutants as evidenced by reduced fertility and slow growth in lin-35 mutants 
in contrast to lin-54 mutants. (Chi et al. 2006, Kudron et al. 2013, Rual et al. 
2004; J.C. and L.N.P data not shown).  LIN-35 is also known to play important 
roles in cell cycle and apoptosis pathways (Fay et al., 2002; Láscarez-Lagunas et 
al., 2014). lin-35 mutants show almost similar level of HTA suppression as lin-54 
mutants under mrg-1 RNAi (Fig 4.2). Therefore, the lower level of HTA 
suppression in comparison to lin-54 mutants under TF knockdown can also be 
attributed to reduced ability to recover from HTA due to combined loss of both lin-
35 and TF that may be important for other functions associated with growth and 
development. At the molecular level, we know that even after loss of other 
DREAM complex proteins, there are several sequences in genome that show 
LIN-54 binding (Goetsch et al., 2017). Therefore, we can speculate that genes 
bound by LIN-54 outside of DREAM complex may also contribute towards HTA 
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phenotype and therefore we possibly see a higher level of HTA suppression 
when TFs are knocked down in lin-54 mutants. On the other hand, lin-13 mutants 
show negligible suppression of HTA phenotype. We know that LIN-13 is histone 
reader and do not bind directly to DNA but at the same time shows interaction 
with a broader range of genes in comparison to DREAM components (Kranz et 
al., 2013). We predict that TF HTA suppressors are antagonizing DREAM 
complex but not LIN-13 function of gene repression. We hypothesize that 
knocking down transcription factors associated with DREAM complex binding site 
will not necessarily reduce the misexpression that may occur at other LIN-13 
associated loci not bound by DREAM complex.   
We found that knockdown of only nine of fifteen transcription factors that 
showed suppression of HTA phenotype in lin-54 mutants were able to 
significantly reduce the misexpression of germline genes in somatic cells. We 
propose that HTA phenotype may be correlated to misexpression of germline 
genes in somatic cells based on our results and previous data. We know that a 
significant number of germline genes that are ectopically expressed in DREAM 
complex mutants suggests a level of fate conversion that could lead to the 
intestinal dysfunction that underlies the HTA phenotype. We also know that 
knock-down of chromatin factors such as mes-4 and mrg-1 in DREAM complex 
mutant background results in both strong suppression ectopic germline 
expression and suppression of the HTA phenotype (Petrella et al. 2011). Our 
current results may not show a direct correlation between HTA phenotype and 
ectopic germline gene expression because we have only looked at one germline 
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gene PGL-1. We propose two possible explanations for the the difference in the 
sets of TF required to drive the HTA phenotype versus PGL-1 misexpression. No 
reduction in PGL-1 misexpression may be attributed to the TFs not playing a role 
in promoting germline gene misexpression in DREAM complex mutants. Another 
possibility is that the 6 TFs may not be involved in activating PGL-1 but may be 
involved in activating other germline or HTA phenotype determining genes. 
Having a larger set of germline gene misexpression data against all the HTA 
suppressors would provide us a clearer picture of correlation between HTA 
phenotype and ectopic germline gene expression. 
RNAi knockdown of HTA suppressors in lin-54 mutant background 
showed reduction in somatic PGL-1 intensity. The data distribution was 
concentrated around the mean in wild type worms grown in empty vector RNAi 
bacteria. We compared the variance of lin-54 mutant grown in empty vector RNAi 
with all other TF RNAi individually and found only mab-5, fkh-2 and ztf-8 RNAi 
showing a significant difference in variance. One pattern of distribution that was 
noticeable was clusters of datapoints arranged across pixel intensity range. We 
attribute the possibility of these clusters to worms showing resemblance to HTA 
suppression data where only a certain percentage of worms show suppression of 
HTA phenotype. Unfortunately, our PGL-1 intensity data does not support a 
direct correlation between HTA suppression and somatic PGL-1 intensity. The 
RNAi knockdown was performed by providing worms with double stranded RNA 
from bacterial food source (Conte Jr et al., 2015). It would be reasonable to 
consider that worms may have taken in varying amount of RNAi bacteria as food 
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resulting variation in knockdown levels as indicated by PGL-1 intensity levels. 
One of the ways to verify this argument would be by utilizing RNAi knockdown by 
injection in worms (Conte Jr et al., 2015). We also understand that the DREAM 
complex mutants show drastic loss in gene buffering capability at a high 
temperature of 26°C. The loss of gene expression control in DREAM complex 
mutants could possibly be adding to this increased variability in distribution of 
data points across the pixel intensity range.  
High temperature is known to activate transcription factors for cell 
adaptation to new conditions (Koini et al. 2009).  DREAM complex mutants’ 
inability to grow beyond L1 stage and reproduce at 26°C could be attributed to 
inability of the mutants to activate a strong adaptive gene expression mechanism 
at 26°C.  We still do not know if the TFs from the RNAi screen and Wnt signaling 
play a role in germline misexpression at 20°C or if it is a specific signaling 
mechanism using Wnt components that is turned on at 26°C.  Considering the 
TFs when knocked down show suppression of HTA and reduces germline gene 
misexpression in DREAM complex mutants and are also expressed during 
embryonic development in the wild type, it is reasonable to speculate that the 
same TFs and signaling mechanisms also regulate germline gene misexpression 
in DREAM complex mutants at 20°C. 
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Chapter 5: Wnt signaling genetically interacts with DREAM complex to 
modulate gene expression and larval development 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Wnt signaling functions in a directional manner during intestinal 
development 
Cell signaling pathways, also known as signal transduction pathways, help 
transduce signal from outside to the interior of a cell in order to facilitate cellular 
response via proper gene expression. In general, initiating a signaling pathway 
does not define the outcome of the pathway because one pathway can have 
several different functional outcomes based on spatial and temporal cues 
(Housden et al., 2014). For instance, activation of Wnt signaling pathway can 
result in outcomes such as proliferation, differentiation, metabolic changes etc. 
via both internal and environmental stimuli (Sethi et al., 2010; Teo et al., 2010). 
  Signaling pathways such as Notch like signaling and Wnt signaling utilize 
directional cues to transmit signals spatially through development (Robertson et 
al., 2010). The intestine is perfect for studying spatial patterning because it is 
clonally derived from a single E cell and the basic specification and development 
of the organ has been mapped out considerably well. The E cell divides to form 2 
cell stage embryos followed by 4E, 8E and 16E stage wherein every division 
follows an anterior to posterior patterning controlled by Wnt signaling (McGhee 
2007; Zacharias et al., 2015). Chromatin modifying proteins such as NuRD 
complex and PRC2 have been shown to play a big role in controlling genes 
involved in cell fate specification (Signolet et al., 2014). Interestingly, DREAM 
complex mutants display delayed chromatin compaction in an A-P manner 
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wherein anterior intestinal nuclei show delay in chromatin compaction compared 
to posterior intestinal nuclei during embryonic development (Costello et al., 
2019). Furthermore, suppression of HTA phenotype and reduction in germline 
gene misexpression in somatic cells is brought about by factors that are 
overrepresented in Wnt signaling pathway (Chapter 4). Therefore, we focused on 
understanding the role of Wnt signaling in DREAM complex mutants.  
Wnt/PCP signaling works with Wnt Beta catenin Asymmetry pathway to 
orchestrate normal growth and development   
Wnt signaling utilizes Wnts ligands that act as signal molecules arriving from 
adjacent cells or extrinsic environment (Eisenmann 2005).  In canonical WNT 
signaling pathway and WNT/β-catenin pathway, Wnt ligands bind to 
transmembrane Frizzled Wnt receptors, which in turn activates receptor bound 
inner cell membrane Disheveled proteins (Fig 1.3, 5.1A). C. elegans has 
Disheveled proteins (DSH-1, DSH-2, and MIG-5) that can bind the β-catenin 
destruction complex and prevent degradation of β-catenin proteins (Eisenmann 
2005). The β-catenin destruction complex releases β-catenin as soon as it 
interacts with Disheveled. This allows free β-catenin to translocate to nucleus 
and function as coactivator to POP-1, the terminal effector DNA binding protein 
of Wnt signaling (Sawa 2013). The β-catenins that function in the canonical WNT 
pathway and WNT/β-catenin asymmetry pathway are BAR-1 and SYS-1 
respectively. Wnt/β-catenin asymmetry pathway is important in maintaining the 
ration of SYS-1/POP-1 levels in E lineage cells during first four divisions (Lin et 
al.,1998). Low SYS-1/high POP-1 in the cell is characteristic of anterior cell fate 
whereas high SYS-1/low POP-1 in cells lead to posterior cell fate (Yamamoto et  
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Fig 5.1: Fourteen Wnt signaling pathway components show HTA suppression phenotype 
in a lin-54 mutants. (A) Schematic diagram of the Wnt signaling pathway in C. elegans. Check 
mark on a green filled circle and black skull with cross bone sign indicate genes that show 
suppression of HTA phenotype in lin-54 mutants and embryonic lethality when knocked-down 
respectively. ** indicates that some genes were not tested (refer Table 5.1 for more details). (B) 
Knock-down of 14 of 41 Wnt pathway genes tested were able to suppress HTA phenotype in lin-
54 mutant background. Worms that had progeny after the knock-down of Wnt pathway genes in 
lin-54 mutants are displayed in the graph. #RNAi of mom-4 was almost completely embryonic 
lethal and gave rise to only 2-4 larvae per experiment, but all of those grew past L1 arrest stage. 
The number of worms scored for mom-4 was too small a sample size to determine significance. 
Fisher’s Exact Test was done to compare every Wnt gene RNAi with empty vector L4440. (*P 
value ≤0.05). Error bars indicate standard error of proportion. 
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al., 2011). Additionally there is the Wnt/PCP signaling pathway, also called the 
planar polarity pathway, utilizes canonical Wnt ligands but very specific Wnt 
transmembrane receptors that comprise of VANG-1, the VANG-1 associated 
intracellular protein PRKL-1, and transmembrane FMI-1 receptors (Sawa 2012). 
The Wnt/PCP pathway has been shown to utilize all of the Disheveled proteins to 
transmit signals into the cell (Ackley et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2015). Beyond 
Disheveled, the subcellular components and terminal effector functioning of 
Wnt/PCP pathway are not clearly understood. 
In this chapter, we focus on understanding if Wnt signaling plays a role in 
the phenotypes seen in DREAM complex mutants and we delve into the role 
played by DREAM complex in anterior to posterior patterning.  
RESULTS 
 
 
Wnt signaling modulates the HTA phenotype in lin-54 mutants 
We wanted to determine if Wnt signaling had a role in DREAM complex mutant 
associated phenotypes. Earlier data from out lab has shown that DREAM 
complex mutant display chromatin compaction lag in an anterior to posterior 
fashion (Costello et al. 2019). The transcription factors screened positive for 
suppression of HTA phenotype in DREAM complex mutants show significant 
enrichment of Wnt signaling ontology term (Chapter 4). Wnt signaling is 
important in the establishment of the A-P axis during development and Wnt 
ligands are found in gradients along the A-P axis (Schroeder et al. 1998).  To 
determine if Wnt signaling has a role to play in DREAM complex mutants, we 
conducted and RNAi screen against 41 known Wnt signaling associated genes 
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(Sawa et al. 2013) and scored for HTA suppression in a lin-54 mutant 
background (Figure 5.1A).  RNAi against eight of the Wnt signaling genes 
resulted in embryonic lethality in both lin-54 and wildtype animals (Table 5.1).  
RNAi against an additional nine Wnt signaling genes resulted in embryonic 
lethality in only the lin-54 mutants (Table 5.1).  This may be due to DREAM 
complex mutants being more sensitive than wild type to perturbations in Wnt 
signaling, or lin-54 mutants may have enhanced somatic RNAi similar to other 
DREAM complex mutants (Ceron et al. 2007; Lehner et al. 2006; Wang et al. 
2005; Wu et al., 2012).  RNAi against 14 of the 24 remaining Wnt signaling 
genes significantly suppressed the HTA phenotype in lin-54 mutants (Figure 5.1B 
and Table 5.1). These genes encode products found at multiple levels of the Wnt 
signaling cascade, from Wnt ligands to cytoplasmic factors (Figure 5.1A).   
Knockdown of three genes that function in Wnt ligand production and 
secretion, mom-1, vps-29, and snx-3, resulted in weak yet significant 
suppression of the HTA phenotype in lin-54 mutants (Figure 5.1b). Knock-down 
of two of four embryonically viable Wnt ligands, egl-20 and cwn-2, resulted in 
suppression of HTA (Figure 5.1b).  EGL-20 is highly expressed in the posterior 
tail region in wild type animals (Pan et al. 2006).  Mis-expression of EGL-20 in 
lin-54 mutants could be associated with aberrant signaling leading to the HTA 
 phenotype.  However, we found that the EGL-20:GFP expression pattern in lin-
54 mutants was limited to the posterior end of the L1 stage worm similar to the 
wild type pattern at both 20°C and 26°C (Figure 5.2) (Whangbo et al. 1999).   
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Table 5.1: HTA suppression data for Wnt signaling factors in a lin-54 
mutant background 
 
Gene Name Function# 
%HTA 
suppression 
SEM 
RNAi 
lethality in 
WT 
RNAi 
lethality in 
lin-54 
mutants 
mom-1 
Wnt 
production & 
secretion 
12.98 2.84 No No 
vps-26 
Wnt 
production & 
secretion 
6.85 2.42 No No 
vps-29 
Wnt 
production & 
secretion 
15.28 4.72 No No 
vps-35 
Wnt 
production & 
secretion 
9.27 3.06 No No 
snx-3 
Wnt 
production & 
secretion 
15.69 3.44 No No 
mig-14 
Wnt 
production & 
secretion 
NA NA ND* ND* 
mom-2 Wnt ligand NA NA No Yes 
lin-44 Wnt ligand 3.04 2.34 No No 
egl-20 Wnt ligand 70.13 5.55 No No 
cwn-1 Wnt ligand 12.44 4.98 No No 
cwn-2 Wnt ligand 18.33 5.58 No No 
sfrp-1 Wnt Inhibitor NA NA ND* ND* 
mom-5 
Wnt 
receptors 
NA NA No Yes 
cfz-2 
Wnt 
receptors 
9.33 4.39 No No 
cam-1 
Wnt 
receptors 
5.37 2.39 No No 
lin-17 
Wnt 
receptors 
NA NA Yes Yes 
lin-18 
Wnt 
receptors 
21.18 4.43 No No 
mig-1 
Wnt 
receptors 
NA NA ND* ND* 
mig-5 Dishevelled 29.05 3.57 No No 
dsh-1 Dishevelled 33.88 4.41 No No 
dsh-2 Dishevelled 6.73 4.07 No No 
pry-1 
β Catenin 
Destruction 
Complex 
21.93 4.6 No No 
apr-1 
β Catenin 
Destruction 
Complex 
34.27 6.18 No No 
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lin-23 
β Catenin 
Destruction 
Complex 
9.26 4.27 No No 
gsk-3 
β Catenin 
Destruction 
Complex 
NA NA Yes Yes 
kin-19 
β Catenin 
Destruction 
Complex 
NA NA Yes Yes 
axl-1 
β Catenin 
Destruction 
Complex 
NA NA ND* ND* 
mom-4 Tak 100 0 No No 
tap-1 Tab 40.25 6.5 No No 
lit-1 Nlk NA NA No Yes 
bar-1 β Catenin 7.37 2.79 No No 
hmp-2 β Catenin NA NA No Yes 
sys-1 β Catenin NA NA Yes Yes 
wrm-1 β Catenin NA NA Yes Yes 
unc-37 Groucho NA NA Yes Yes 
pop-1 TCF NA NA Yes Yes 
vang-1 
Wnt/PCP 
member 
51.3 4.79 No No 
prkl-1 
Wnt/PCP 
member 
48.53 6.87 No No 
fmi-1 
Wnt/PCP 
member 
42.9 5.75 No No 
hda-1 
Wnt siganling 
interactors 
NA NA No Yes 
skn-1 
Wnt siganling 
interactors 
NA NA No Yes 
med-1 
Wnt siganling 
interactors 
NA NA No Yes 
rho-1 
Wnt siganling 
interactors 
NA NA No Yes 
let-502 
Wnt siganling 
interactors 
NA NA No Yes 
pal-1 
Wnt siganling 
interactors 
NA NA Yes Yes 
#Components and function from Sawa and Korswagen, 2013.  
*ND: Not Done (RNAi clones were not available in our library, so these components were not 
tested).  
NA: Not Applicable. 
 
 
Among the canonical transmembrane Wnt receptors tested, only RNAi 
against lin-18 suppressed the HTA phenotype to significant levels (Figure 5.1b).  
Two of the three canonical Frizzled GPCR receptors (lin-17 and mom-5) when 
knocked-down were embryonically lethal and therefore could not be tested 
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(Table 5.1).  LIN-18 and CAM-1 are tyrosine kinase receptors that are known to 
function in parallel to Frizzled GPCR receptors to regulate Wnt signaling (Inoue 
et al. 2004).  Both the LIN-18 mammalian homolog (Ryk) and CAM-1 in C. 
elegans can signal through the Wnt planar cell polarity (PCP) pathway  
 
 
 
Fig 5.2: Wnt ligand EGL-20 localization is not altered in lin-54 mutants. The Wnt EGL-20 
gradient was measured by determining the linear distance of GFP on both dorsal (left panel) and 
ventral side (right panel) from the posterior end of the worm divided by total length of the worm. 
No significant difference was seen between wild type and lin-54 mutants at either 20°C or 26°C. 
 
 
interactions with VANG-1 (Andre et al. 2012; Green et al. 2008). Interestingly, 
EGL-20 signals through CAM-1 and VANG-1 receptors in vulval precursor cells 
of C. elegans (Green et al. 2008).  That only knock-down of lin-18 resulted 
suppression of HTA may reflect that the Wnt pathway utilized in the HTA 
phenotype is through non-frizzled receptors and the PCP pathway (see below). 
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RNAi against genes encoding cytoplasmic transducers of the Wnt signal 
suppressed the HTA phenotype, including two Disheveled orthologs, mig-5 and 
dsh-1, and one Axin ortholog, pry-1 (Figure 5.1b).  MOM-4 and TAP-1 are MAP 
kinase components that function to antagonize Wnt signaling by phosphorylation 
and inhibition of TCF, a Wnt downstream effector (Smit et al. 2004). We 
observed that knock-down of tap-1 suppressed the HTA phenotype.  In lin-54 
mutants, knock-down of mom-4 resulted in highly penetrant embryonic lethality.  
Only 2-4 larvae per experiment escaped passed embryonic stage, but all of those  
grew past L1 arrest stage.  The small sample size did not permit significance 
testing (Figure 5.1b).   
Interestingly, RNAi against all three non-canonical Wnt PCP genes, vang-
1, fmi-1, and prkl-1, resulted in strong HTA suppression compared to L4440 
empty vector RNAi (Figure 5.1b). This suggests a strong role of the non-
canonical Wnt/PCP pathway in driving the HTA phenotype.  Because RNAi 
against most of the downstream factors controlling Wnt pathway target gene 
expression was embryonically lethal, we could not assess their role in regulating 
the HTA phenotype (Table 5.1).  Overall, a specific subset of Wnt signaling 
genes, found at multiple levels of the signaling cascade, showed suppression of 
the HTA phenotype.  
The conserved Wnt/PCP component VANG-1 is required for the HTA 
phenotype, ectopic PGL-1 expression, and small brood size in lin-54 
mutants 
The next question we wanted to ask was if Wnt/PCP pathway played a major role 
in propagating ectopic expression of germline genes and HTA phenotype in 
DREAM complex mutants. In our RNAi experiments, knock-down of Wnt/PCP 
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components vang1, prkl-1 and fmi-1 showed strong suppression of the HTA 
phenotype. To further investigation the role of WNT/PCP signaling in lin-54 
mutants we turned to using vang-1(ok1142) genetic mutants, which lacks 162 
amino acids of the C-terminus (Honnen et al. 2012), instead of RNAi. A mutation 
in vang-1, over other PCP components, was utilized because VANG-1 is the 
highly conserved C. elegans homolog of PCP pathway associated 
transmembrane Vangl protein necessary for mediating PCP signaling (He et al. 
2018; Honnen et al. 2012; Yang & Mlodzik 2015). We crossed the vang-
1(ok1142) mutant to the lin-54 mutant to create a vang-1; lin-54 double mutant. 
We found that the double mutant showed a complete suppression of the HTA 
phenotype (Figure 5.3a).  Additionally, the adjusted PGL-1 intensity distribution in 
somatic cells of lin-54; vang-1 mutants was significantly reduced in comparison 
to lin-54 mutants at 26°C (Figure 5.3b).  
When analyzing the suppression of HTA, we observed that lin-54; vang-1 double 
mutant worms at 26°C were fertile.  Mutations in most previously identified HTA 
suppressors, such as mrg-1 and mes-4, result in sterility, (Fujita et al. 2002; 
Garvin et al. 1998, Petrella et al. 2011).  We analyzed the brood size of 
hermaphrodites under three different temperature regimes: hermaphrodites kept 
at 20°C continuously, hermaphrodites raised at 20°C until the L4 stage that were 
then up-shifted to 26°C, and hermaphrodites kept at 26°C continuously.  lin-54 
single mutants have significantly smaller mean brood sizes than wild type or 
vang-1 single mutants at both 20°C and when up-shifted to 26°C (Figure 5.4).  
Due to the HTA phenotype, lin-54 single mutants could not be analyzed when 
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raised at 26°C.  The smaller brood size seen in lin-54 single mutants is 
completely suppressed in lin-54; vang-1 double mutants.  In fact, double mutants 
showed significantly larger mean brood sizes than wildtype hermaphrodites at all 
three temperatures tested (Figure 5.4).  In summary, loss of vang-1 produced 
almost complete suppression of the lin-54 HTA phenotype, ectopic germline 
gene expression, and fertility defects. 
 
 
 
Fig 5.3: lin-54; vang-1 mutants completely suppresses the HTA phenotype and show 
reduced ectopic PGL-1 expression close to wild-type levels. (A) Wild type, vang-1 and lin-54; 
vang-1 mutants do not show the HTA phenotype and grow to become adults in contrast to lin-54 
mutants that arrested at the L1 stage at 26°C. (Fisher’s Exact test *P value ≤ 0.05). Error bars 
indicate standard error of proportion. (B) lin-54; vang-1 mutants show reduced somatic adjusted 
PGL-1 intensity at 26°C comparable to wild-type levels. Y-axis indicates adjusted PGL-1 intensity. 
The dot plot shows the adjusted PGL-1 intensity for a population of L1s under a particular RNAi 
treatment. The horizontal lines indicate the mean and SD of the distribution. (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test *P value ≤ 0.05). 
 
 
DREAM complex binds promoters of Wnt signaling genes 
From the above described results, it is clear that DREAM complex and Wnt 
signaling are genetically linked. We wanted to determine there is any regulatory 
interaction between DREAM complex and Wnt signaling, i.e. does the DREAM 
complex function to regulate expression of Wnt signaling. In order to determine if 
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DREAM complex can directly bind to and potentially regulate WNT signaling 
components, we extracted out data from ChIP-Seq dataset for DREAM complex 
members in wild type late embryos at 20°C (Goetsch et al.,2017).  We found that 
the DREAM complex can bind to promoters of five Wnt signaling genes; pop-1, 
sys-1, wrm-1, mig-5 and, dsh-2. We next look to see if the there was evidence to 
 
 
 
Fig 5.4: lin-54; vang-1 mutants suppresses small brood size phenotype of lin-54 mutants. 
The lin-54; vang-1 mutant showed a significantly larger brood size compared to wild type, lin-54, 
and vang-1 mutants at 20°C and 26°C. (Welch’s T test *P value ≤ 0.05). Error bars indicate 
standard deviation. 
 
 
indicate that loss of the DREAM complex would result in changes in the 
expression of these five genes by looking at microarray expression data from 
genes up-regulated in lin-35 mutant L1s (Petrella et al.,2011).  Of the five genes 
that showed binding of the DREAM complex to their promoters, only dsh-2 
showed increased misexpression in DREAM Complex mutants at 26°C. 
Interestingly, DSH-2 was the only disheveled protein out of three known 
disheveled proteins that did not show suppression of HTA phenotype in DREAM 
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complex mutants (Fig 5.1B). The ChIP-seq data, RNA microarray data, and HTA 
suppression data combined point towards a potential mutual/reciprocal regulatory 
interaction between Wnt signaling and the DREAM Complex. At the same time, 
this interaction is not directly reflective of any clear mechanism to explain HTA 
phenotype suppression.  
LIN-54 controls PHO-1 expression levels in intestinal cells 
Understanding the anterior-to-posterior patterning issues associated with 
DREAM complex mutants beyond chromatin compaction defects is important to 
clarify the role of Wnt signaling in suppression of DREAM complex associated 
phenotypes.  Loss of WNT signaling pathway components, specifically WNT/PCP 
pathway, suppresses the HTA phenotype in DREAM complex mutants.  We also 
know that there are anterior-to-posterior patterning changes in chromatin in 
DREAM complex mutants (Costello et al., 2019).  We hypothesized that there is 
a change in anterior-to-posterior patterning in DREAM complex mutants at the 
cellular level. Wnt signaling could possibly be driving the cellular changes in 
patterning closer to wild type and thus suppressing the HTA phenotype.  
To investigate this, we utilized a marker of anterior-to-posterior patterning 
to study A-P patterning in lin-54 and lin-54; vang-1(RNAi).  We utilized a strain 
JM127 containing the pho-1 promoter driving expression of GFP that has been 
shown to have a specific pattern along the anterior-to-posterior in the intestine 
(Fukushige et al., 2005).  With this strain, GFP was previously shown to be 
expressed in low to no amount in the anterior intestine and at high levels in the 
posterior intestine (Fukushige et al., 2005).  We analyzed the expression of GFP 
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in the intestine of wild type and lin-54 mutant L1s at both 20°C and 26°C.  The 
intestine of first larval (L1) stage worms is a cylindrical tube comprising of 20 
cells made of nine ring-like structure with the first ring containing four cells and 
the rest containing two each (Fig 5.5a). The Z-stacks obtained were qualitatively 
analyzed to understand pattern of pho-1p:GFP expression (Fig 5.5b.c.d). At 20°C 
we found that more than 50% of wild type worms show GFP expression in the 
first intestinal ring (Fig 5.6b). The second ring showed GFP expression in 
considerably a smaller proportion of wild type worms. Almost all the wild type 
worms showed GFP expression in rest of the intestinal rings except in intestinal 
ring int9. lin-54 mutant analysis showed close to complete loss of GFP 
expression in both the first and second intestinal ring (Fig 5.6c). Additionally, 
there was a slight decrease in proportion of worms that show GFP expression 
across all the rings compared to the wild type counterpart ring structure. 
Therefore, LIN-54 clearly has some level of direct or indirect control over the 
pattern of the expression of the pho-1 gene.  
We further looked at both wild type and lin-54 mutants at 26°C to 
determine the effect of temperature on pho-1 promoter associated GFP 
expression. We found that there is an overall slight increase in proportion of 
worms that display GFP expression across the intestinal rings in comparison to 
their corresponding intestinal rings at 20°C in both wild type and mutants (Fig 
5.6d,e). 
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Figure 5.5: Qualitative analysis of pho-1p:GFP in intestinal cells in L1 stage wild type 
worms. (A) Representation of 9 intestinal ring structure in anterior to posterior direction. (B) Wild 
type worms stained with DAPI marks DNA. (C) anti-ELT-2 stain all 20 intestinal cell nuclei. (D-E) 
pho-1 promoter driven GFP levels were analyzed qualitatively grading them from 0 to 3 where 0 
indicated no fluorescence (not labeled here) and 1,2 and 3 indicated increasing levels of 
fluorescence Two sets of Z stacks were used with the first set was obtained by using relatively 
low Gain/HV (High Voltage applied to photomultiplier tubes) (D) and the second set of Z-stacks 
were obtained at relatively higher HV (E) to capture that may have been missed out at lower HV. 
Cells scored as a 1 could only be seen with the higher HV settings as seen in E. All images 
shown here are maximum intensity projections of Z-stacks obtained.  
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Fig 5.6: LIN-54 controls PHO-1 expression levels in intestinal cells. (A) Representation of 9 
intestinal ring structure in anterior to posterior direction. (B) In wild type at 20°C, all int rings show 
GFP expression with ring 3 to 8 showing high levels of GFP expression. (C) In lin-54 mutants at 
20°C, ring 1 and ring 2 show drastic reduction in GFP expression. (D) In wild type at 26°C, 
proportion of worms that show GFP expression show mild increase across ring 1 to 8 compared 
to 20°C. (E) In lin-54 mutants at 26°C, proportion of worms that show GFP expression show mild 
increase across ring 2 to 7 compared to 20°C. 0,1,2,3 indicates no GFP expression to increasing 
GFP expression with 3 being maximum. 
 
 
lin-54 mutants show aberrant expression of pho-1 at early embryonic 
stages at 20°C 
The A-P patterning of intestine is set up meticulously during embryogenesis that 
leads to proper functional and spatial orientation of adult intestine. We now know 
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that A-P patterning shows alteration in expression spatially at cellular level. To 
understand if patterning shows temporal alteration, we looked at pho-1 promoter 
driven GFP expression through time points where patterning is known to be set 
up i.e. embryonic development stages. The first intestinal cell (E lineage) is 
formed at 8 cell stage from EMS cell (Fig 5.7) Further divisions lead to 2E, 8E, 
16E and 20E stages. The embryo has 20E cells by 450 cell stage (1.2 to 1.5 fold 
comma stage). The embryos increase in size and reach 2 fold, 3 fold and larval 
stage keeping the intestinal cell number intact. Previous studies have shown that 
early 16E (where number indicates number of cells and E indicates intestinal 
lineage) stage of embryogenesis is the temperature sensitive time period crucial 
for larval HTA phenotype in DREAM complex mutants (Costello et al., 2019).  
 
 
Fig 5.7: Intestinal development of C. elegans. The first intestinal cell E (blue) is formed at 8 cell 
stage. Further cell divisions during embryogenesis results in 20 intestinal cells before the worms 
reach the larval stage. 
 
 
Therefore, we looked at embryos in 8E, 16E bean stage, 20E 1.2 to 1.5 fold, 20E 
2 fold and 20E 3 fold stage worms. We found that approximately 70% and 40% 
of wild type embryos and lin-54 mutant embryos respectively begin expressing 
GFP by 16E 3 fold stage (Fig 5.8). The GFP expression pattern observed in the 
embryos is consistent with L1 stage worms where a higher proportion of wild type 
worms show GFP expression in comparison to lin-54 mutants. Interestingly, we 
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found that one-tenth and one-fifth of 8E and 16E bean shaped embryos 
respectively show GFP expression in only lin-54 mutants (Fig 5.8). Furthermore, 
no GFP expression was observed in 20E comma and 20E 2-fold embryos in lin-
54 mutants. One of the possible reasons of disappearance of GFP in mid 16E 
stages may be due to death of embryos that have mis-timed expression of GFP. 
Live tracking of embryos would be necessary to determine if this is the case. 
 
 
 
Fig 5.8: lin-54 mutants show aberrant expression of PHO-1 at early embryonic stages. The 
proportion of worms in lin-54 mutants that show GFP expression at 3 fold 16E stage is less than 
wild type at 20°C. A small number of lin-54 mutant worms show GFP expression at 8E and early 
16E stage.  
 
 
VANG-1 is required for reduced PHO-1 expression in the int2 ring of lin-54 
mutants at 26°C 
We have shown that lin-54 mutants had a drastic reduction in misexpression of 
pho-1 promoter linked GFP in the int2 intestinal ring. Loss of Wnt/PCP pathway 
component VANG-1 showed suppression of HTA in lin-54 mutants. We wanted 
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to determine if loss of VANG-1 was able to suppress aberrant expression of pho-
1p:GFP in lin-54 mutants, especially in the int2 ring. At 20°C, RNAi against vang-
1 in a wild type background showed an increase in expression of pho-1p:GFP in 
both int1 and int2 intestinal rings, but especially in int 1 (Fig 5.9A). The increase 
in pho-1p:GFP in vang-1 mutant is similar to results from earlier work where loss 
of canonical Wnt terminal effectors such as POP-1 result in increased pho-
1p:GFP in int2 ring cells (Fukushige et al., 2005). At 20°C, lin-54; vang-1(RNAi) 
mutants did not show a difference in pho-1p:GFP expression comparted to lin-54 
mutants .  However; at 26°C lin-54; vang-1(RNAi) mutants showed partial 
suppression of aberrant expression of pho-1p:GFP expression in int2 ring cells 
compared to lin-54 mutants (Fig 5.9B). These results indicate that PCP pathway 
may play a greater role in controlling DREAM complex mutant behavior under 
moderate temperature stress of 26°C. 
 
 
 
Fig 5.9: VANG-1 is required for aberrant expression of PHO-1 in int2 ring cells of lin-54 
mutants under moderate temperature stress. (A) At 20°C, loss of Wnt/PCP VANG-1 results in 
increased expression of PHO-1. Loss of VANG-1 in lin-54 mutant background did not alter PHO-1 
levels in int2 ring cells in comparison to lin-54 mutants. (B) At 26°C, loss of VANG-1 in lin-54 
mutant background shows moderate levels of suppression of PHO-1 misexpression in in2 ring 
cells.  
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lin-54 mutants show increased number of intestinal nuclei in late stage 
embryos and L1 stage worms 
In order to score pho-1 promoter driven GFP expression in the intestine, we 
stained the intestinal nuclei using anti-ELT-2 antibody. ELT-2 is a conserved 
transcription factor primarily expressed in the intestine from specification of 
intestinal lineage through the lifetime of worm and regulates more than 80% of 
intestinal genes (McGhee et al., 2008). We know that wild type worms contain 20 
intestinal cells with corresponding 20 nuclei at the late embryonic and L1 stages 
(McGhee et al., 2007). Surprisingly, we noticed that lin-54 mutant L1s had 
significantly more intestinal nuclei number than wild type at 20°C. In lin-54 mutant 
L1s, the number of intestinal nuclei ranged from 20 to 25 nuclei at 20°C whereas 
wild type L1s had strictly 20 intestinal nuclei (Fig 5.10). At 26°C, while lin-54 
mutant worms showed significantly increased number of intestinal nuclei 
compared to the wild type, the range was limited from 20 to 22 intestinal (Fig 
5.10). In the wild type, intestinal cells in int3 to int9 undergo a single round of 
nuclear division towards late L1 stage resulting in 30 to 32 nuclei (Lee et al., 
2016; Ouellet et al., 2007). This karyokinesis (nuclear division without cell 
division) step that occurs only once is followed by endoreduplication that takes 
place during every larval molt starting from L1/L2 transition (White et al., 1985). 
Endoreduplication involves duplicating the whole genome without karyokinesis 
(McGhee 2007). Prior studies have shown that loss of lin-35, lin-37, efl-1 or dpl-1 
can result in increased intestinal nuclei with lin-35 mutants showing up to 50 
nuclei in all intestinal cells combined (Ouellet et al., 2007). Interestingly, the 
increased nuclei number has always been observed at around late L1 stage in 
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both wild type and lin-35 mutants. The increased nuclear division in lin-35 
mutants happens at L2 stage after endocycle program has started (Ouellet et al., 
2007). Our data shows that lin-54 mutants display increased intestinal nuclei 
even at 20E 3-fold embryos. Based on these results, it is not very clear if lin-54 
mutants are showing a temporal error in the characteristic late L1 nuclear division 
of intestinal cells. There is a possibility that lin-54 mutants are showing a greater 
number of intestinal cells resulting from an increase in embryonic cell division. It 
will be necessary to determine if the increased nuclei are the result of nuclear 
division or cell division by staining for cell membranes. 
 
 
 
Fig 5.10: lin-54 mutants display increased number of intestinal nuclei. lin-54 mutants show a 
small yet significant increase in intestinal nuclei at embryonic and larval 1 stage compared to wild 
type. Horizontal bar denotes mean and error bars indicate standard deviation (P<0.001). n = 20 to 
28 for wt and 28-30 for lin-54. 
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DISCUSSION 
One of the striking findings from our screens is the substantial role that Wnt/PCP 
signaling plays in driving the HTA and germline gene expression phenotypes in 
lin-54 mutants.  Many components of the Wnt signaling cascade can differ 
between tissues and developmental times, which in turn can lead to different 
outcomes depending on the specific cellular context (Eisenmann 2005; Hardin et 
al. 2008; Kwon et al. 2008; Sokol 2015).  Therefore, it is unclear if the 
suppression of the HTA phenotype seen with loss of other Wnt signaling 
components is due to the specific loss of canonical Wnt signaling or Wnt/PCP 
signaling.  However, our data supports an important role for Wnt/PCP signaling in 
the HTA phenotype.  First, loss of any of the three components specific to the 
Wnt/PCP pathway, vang-1, prkl-1, and fmi-1, all lead to significant suppression of 
HTA.  Second, some of the other Wnt signaling components that suppress the 
HTA phenotype have been shown to interact with the Wnt/PCP pathway.  Most 
strikingly is the significant suppression seen with knockdown of the Wnt ligand 
egl-20.  Of the five Wnt ligands, EGL-20 has most often been shown to interact 
with the Wnt/PCP pathway (Green et al. 2008; Mentink et al. 2018).  In the 
intestine, the only documented role of Wnt/PCP signaling is for proper orientation 
of intestinal cells during intestinal morphogenesis (Asan et al. 2016; Hoffmann et 
al. 2010), but in other tissues Wnt/PCP signaling can help to regulate A-P fate 
specification (Ackley 2014; Antic et al. 2010; He et al. 2018; Mattes et al. 2018; 
Mentink et al. 2018).  It is still unclear what role Wnt/PCP signaling plays in 
regulating gene expression and fate specification in the intestine.  
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Several genes in the intestine controlled by ELT-2 can have the capability 
to be expressed either in only the anterior or the posterior portion of the intestine. 
For instance published data showed that the ges-1ΔB transgene (with 50 bp 
removed from promoter) is expressed only in the anterior int1 and int2 rings 
whereas pho-1 was shown to be expressed in the posterior intestinal cells 
starting int3 ring (Fukushige et al., 2005; Schroeder and McGhee, 1998).  Our 
recent data using the same strain displays substantial level of PHO-1 expression 
in int1 ring and lower level of PHO-1 in int2 ring.  It is important to note that Wnt 
signaling, known to have a characteristic anterior to posterior expression 
patterning, has substantial control over first four A-P divisions of E lineage (Lin et 
al., 1998). When one of the Wnt signaling pre-terminal effector SYS-1 is 
increased in anterior cells of intestine, int1 and int2 rings start expressing PHO-1 
indicating a potential cell fate switch (Hunag et al., 2007). Similarly, loss of POP-
1 resulted in PHO-1 expression in int1 and int2 rings (Fukushige et al., 2005).  
We do not clearly understand if altered PHO-1 expression is by direct action of 
Wnt terminal effectors on pho-1 promoter or fate change of anterior cells. The A-
P patterns could possibly be modulated by ELT-2 in combination with other 
regulators. For instance, MAB-3 acts along with ELT-2 is found to regulate to 
enhancers in intestinal cells (Goszczynski et al., 2015). Our data shows that loss 
of DREAM complex can mitigate PHO-1 expression across most intestinal rings. 
DREAM complex also has the capability to bind promoters of terminal effector 
Wnt genes (Goetsch et al.,2017). Taken together, we can model that DREAM 
complex and Wnt signaling function in an opposing manner to maintain subtle 
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changes in gene expression that may be important to define A-P patterning in the 
wild type. 
Wild type intestine generally comprises of 20 intestinal cells but 
sometimes a sporadic cell division at int7 can result in 21 cells (McGee et al., 
2011; Sulston & Horvitz 1977). Our data reveals that lin-54 mutants show an 
increase in intestinal nuclei in L1 worms that may range from 20 to 25 nuclei with 
a median of 22 nuclei at 20°C.  Wild type worms show intestine specific nuclear 
division in int3 to int9 cells at late L1 stage resulting in around 30 to 32 nuclei. lin-
35 mutants also show this extra nuclear division resulting in 30 to 32 nuclei. 
Further, lin-35 mutants show further nuclear divisions at L2 stage after endocycle 
program has started resulting in close to 50 nuclei (Ouellet et al., 2007). This 
makes it difficult to predict what could be happening with lin-54 mutants. 
Determining the number of nuclei formed at late L1 stage nuclear division in lin-
54 mutant intestinal cells will tell us if the pre-endoreduplication nuclear division 
is aberrant or not. This is because lin-35 mutants show an increase in intestinal 
nuclei number compared to wild type only after endoreduplication has happened. 
There is a possibility that lin-54 mutants may be displaying aberrant early nuclear 
division that may not be directly comparable to results from lin-35 mutants 
(Ouellet et al., 2007). The primary difference between the lin-35 mutant 
phenotype and lin-54 mutant phenotypes is that in lin-54 mutants the increase in 
intestinal nuclei at late embryonic stages is not observed in lin-35 mutants. In 
wild type worms, Int1 and int2 cells do not show increased intestinal nuclei, 
whereas int3 to int7 cells always show two nuclei, and int8 and int9 cells 
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sometimes show two nuclei (Lee et al., 2016). Interestingly, lin-35 mutants show 
nuclear division in int2 at L2 stage post the onset of endoreduplication. Based on 
our current data, lin-54 mutants do not show increased nuclei number in int2 at 
either the embryonic or early L1 stage. We know that loss of the DREAM 
complex results in high level of misexpression of germline genes in intestinal 
cells. We predict that the misexpression of these genes may be in some way 
resulting in inability of worms to temporally regulate post differentiation intestinal 
nuclear division during development.  
Our data also provides evidence that Wnt signaling plays a role in 
controlling gene expression in DREAM complex mutants at high temperature of 
26°C Wnt signaling is known to direct cell fate change in seam cells at higher 
temperatures (Hintze et al., 2020). Further imaging experiments to differentiate 
cytoplasm from nuclei will explain if there is an increase in intestinal cell number 
or a cell fate transformation of other nearby cells to intestine due to cell-cell 
signaling error in lin-54 mutants. Ectopic expression of ELT-2 can be ruled out 
partially because the extra nuclei that stain positive for ELT-2 are present close 
to other intestinal nuclei and are not located in totally different region of the 
embryo. 
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Chapter 6: Discussion 
 
 
DNA promoter binding proteins provide the basic level of gene expression control 
in organisms. At the same time, the intricacies involved in spatial and temporal 
regulation of genes cannot be just explained by the DNA promoter binding 
proteins.  Over several decades, novel mechanisms of gene expression, broadly 
labelled as epigenetic mechanisms, have been identified that include DNA 
structure modifications, histone marks, chromatin compaction, DNA 
compartmentalization, small RNA based control etc. This dissertation is primarily 
focused on three aspects: chromatin compartmentalization, gene activating 
transcription factors, and signaling pathways the control genes upstream of 
transcription factors at different times during development. We utilized 
temperature sensitive DREAM complex mutants to study the control of gene 
expression. The temperature sensitivity of DREAM complex mutants helps 
dissect out subtle changes that cannot possibly be captured under relatively 
robust expression control system at normal growth temperature conditions. The 
loss of gene expression control in DREAM complex mutants can be 
demonstrated by the fact that worms grow to become adults and have progeny at 
20°C, but arrest at the first larval stage at a higher temperature of 26°C. We 
found that DREAM target genes were compartmentalized to nuclear envelope 
region in both wild type and DREAM complex mutants. Moreover, our study 
suggests that Wnt/PCP signaling, and associated transcription factors play a role 
in activating DREAM complex target germline genes in somatic cells. 
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DREAM complex mutant phenotype and DREAM complex target gene 
localization is not altered by loss of nuclear envelope proteins 
During environmental stress conditions, expression of germline genes in somatic 
cells is theorized to be a mechanism that provides a protective immortal germline 
like phenotype for somatic cells to increase longevity (Jones, 2009).  
Conventionally, heterochromatin localizes to nuclear periphery and nucleolus in 
the nuclei; whereas euchromatin is generally dispersed and spread out in the 
nucleus especially in the central core. Chromatin immunoprecipitation 
experiments have shown that distal arms of chromosomes, populated with 
repressed genes, interact with nuclear envelope membrane proteins (Ikegami et 
al. 2010; Towbin et al. 2012; Gonzalez-Aguilera et al. 2014; Gonzalez-Sandoval 
et al. 2015). At the same time, the nuclear membrane associated genes are also 
enriched in histone trimethylation marks, which is also one of the characteristics 
associated with strongly repressed genes at nuclear periphery (Towbin et al. 
2012; Gonzalez-Sandoval et al. 2015). We predicted that DREAM complex target 
germline genes could possibly be localized to nuclear periphery and loss of 
DREAM complex may result in migration of germline genes from nuclear 
periphery to interior. Instead our experimental data showed that DREAM complex 
target genes are localized to nuclear periphery in wild type and mutants at both 
20°C and 26°C. We speculated that there is no change in gene 
compartmentalization because DREAM complex target germline genes have 
characteristics not typical of other repressed genes. For instance, localization of 
DREAM complex target genes is not overrepresented in the repressive gene 
cluster towards distal chromosomal region (Rechtsteiner et al.,2018). Germline 
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genes in the wild type worms are enriched for the repressive histone 3 
dimethylation marks at lyisine 9 postion of their promoters. Loss of DREAM 
complex shows only a weak reduction in histone 3 dimethylation marks at 
germline gene loci (Rechtsteiner et al.,2018).  In our experiments, we also see 
that DREAM complex (lin-54) and nuclear membrane protein (emr-1) double 
mutant do not show any exacerbation or mitigation of HTA phenotype. We 
speculate that DREAM complex target genes may not be able to interact directly 
with nuclear envelope proteins. At the same time, we cannot rule out redundancy 
of nuclear envelope proteins that help protect nuclear envelope functional 
integrity and thereby are not affected severely by loss of other direct or indirect 
interacting proteins (Liu et al., 2003). 
Nuclear pore proteins show strong genetic association with DREAM 
complex 
Although genes localization to the nuclear envelope is often thought as 
repressive, actively expressed genes are found at the nuclear pore complex 
region (Raices et al.,2017).  The nuclear pore complex is considered to be a hub 
for facultative genes such as protective heat shock factor genes that can be 
turned on or off frequently based on environmental stress signals (Rohner et 
al.,2014).  We saw that knock down of individual nuclear pore complex genes 
suppressed the HTA phenotype in DREAM mutants.  Based on this phenotype, 
we predict a model where DREAM target germline genes are located in the 
repressive nuclear membrane and move to active zones of nuclear pore complex 
in DREAM mutants (Fig 6.1).  Further experiments can inform if knockdown of 
nuclear pore complex genes results in structural alterations in the active gene 
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associated domains near the nuclear pore protein complex.  Alternatively, it has 
been shown that several genes are always present at the nuclear pore complex 
regions and alternating between domains associated with active and repressed 
genes (Van de Vosse et al., 2011; Yoshida et al.,2010). In yeast, inducible genes 
such as INO-1 and GAL-1 are known to be present throughout nucleoplasm in 
repressed state but move to nuclear pore complex when activated. The genes 
tend to localize in the same position at the nuclear pore complex when repressed 
again for potentially quicker reactivation. Studies indicate that these inducible 
genes tend to interact with nuclear pore complex genes using mechanism that 
require gene loops and involves chromatin modifying SWI-SNF complex 
(Strambio-De-Castillia et al., 2010). DREAM complex bound germline genes 
could possibly be mobilizing within different expression defined domains in the 
nuclear pore complex. The nuclear basket component of the nuclear pore 
complex has been shown to be associated with active genes (Ibarra et al., 2015).  
Nuclear pore basket region contains coiled-coil proteins that functions as scaffold 
for association with chromatin modifying and cell cycle proteins (Gallardo et al., 
2017). Our data shows that HTA suppression in DREAM complex mutants is not 
just limited to nuclear pore basket genes.  The loss of genes other than the 
nuclear pore basket genes leading to suppression of HTA phenotype in DREAM 
complex mutants may be indicative of novel roles of other parts of nuclear pore 
complex in gene regulation.  Repressed inducible genes in yeast at nuclear pore 
complex require accumulation of non-canonical histone variant H2A.Z (Brickner 
et al., 2007). The incorporation of H2A.Z in repressed genes is predicted to be 
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Fig 6.1: Hypothetical Model for compartmentalization of DREAM complex target germline 
genes in somatic cells based on HTA suppression and imaging data. A. In the wild type, 
DREAM complex is associated with nuclear envelope that allows repression of DREAM complex 
target germline genes. B. In DREAM complex mutant, loss of DREAM complex is accompanied 
by localization of DREAM complex target gene to active zones of expression such as nuclear 
pore protein region. C. In npp:dream double mutants, disruption of nuclear pore protein structure 
along with DREAM complex results in localization of DREAM complex target genes to repressive 
zones of nuclear membrane or nuclear pore complex.  
 
important for quick reactivation of nuclear pore complex associated genes. 
Although the incorporation of H2A.Z in nuclear pore associated genes has 
not been documented in C. elegans, we do know that DREAM complex target 
genes repressed in somatic cells display H2A.Z histone variant in gene bodies  
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important for quick reactivation of nuclear pore complex associated genes. 
Although the incorporation of H2A.Z in nuclear pore associated genes has not 
been documented in C. elegans, we do know that DREAM complex target genes 
repressed in somatic cells display H2A.Z histone variant in gene bodies (Latorre 
et al., 2015). Loss of H2A.Z in DREAM complex mutants showed increased 
expression of DREAM complex target genes indicating substantial role of H2A.Z 
in DREAM complex target gene expression control.  At this time, we cannot rule 
out a more general issue of mRNA production, mRNA processing or 
macromolecular import/export function compromise due to mutation in nuclear 
pore complex genes (Bonnet et al., 2014).  Overall, our findings suggest that 
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DREAM complex target genes localize to nuclear envelope during both active 
and repressive expression states.  Future studies will help us understand 
mechanisms utilized by DREAM target genes in regulating gene expression at 
the nuclear envelope. 
Transcription factors actively expressed in wild type embryonic intestinal 
cells can activate DREAM complex target genes 
There are at least two potential sources for TFs that can activate DREAM target 
gene expression in the absence of DREAM complex binding.  The TFs 
themselves could be genes normally repressed by the DREAM complex that are 
ectopically expressed in DREAM complex mutants.  For this possible class of 
TFs, their binding to DREAM complex target loci would potential be similar to 
their binding in other tissues where the DREAM complex does not act as a 
repressor, for example in the germline.  On the other hand, the TFs may be 
normally expressed in the intestine (or other somatic tissues) and are recruited to 
bind to novel gene targets in the absence of DREAM complex binding.  Analysis 
of recently published single-cell RNA-seq of the C. elegans embryos showed that 
all but one of the 15s TFs HTA suppressors found in our screen did not fall into a 
single family of TFs.  However, all the TF HTA suppressors are expressed in the 
intestine during embryogenesis in wild type worms, with the exception of ceh-1, 
which is still expressed embryonically, but with no clear evidence of intestinal 
expression (Packer et al. 2019).  The HTA phenotype has been attributed to 
intestinal cell dysfunction leading to nutritional deprivation in DREAM complex 
mutants in the presence of food (Petrella et al. 2011).  Additionally, intestinal 
cells of DREAM complex mutants are a site of significant germline gene 
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misexpression (Petrella et al. 2011).  Given that TF HTA suppressors are 
expressed in the embryonic intestine (Packer et al. 2019), they could be recruited 
to DREAM target genes in the absence of DREAM complex binding without the 
need for de novo expression of the TFs.  Our data suggest that in the absence of 
repressor complexes, normally expressed activating TFs can be coopted to new 
genomic locations leading to cell fate changes.  
MIG-5, a potential transcription factor, shows strong HTA suppression and 
ectopic PGL-1 expression 
We utilized a published Yeast-1-Hybrid Assay dataset to test for all the TFs that 
showed capability to bind DREAM complex target genes (Reece-Hoyes et al. 
2011).  The Yeast-1-Hybrid data can only be considered as an in-vitro data and 
not necessarily happening in-vivo.  Only chromatin immunoprecipitation or 
binding affinity based fluorescence anisotropy techniques can give a confirmation 
on whether the transcription factors bind in-vivo.  MIG-5, a protein that has not 
yet been shown to be present in the nucleus of C. elegans, bound 50% (the 
largest number of all the TF HTA suppressors) of the DREAM target genes that 
were tested (Table 4.1). Knockdown of mig-5 showed strong suppression of the 
HTA phenotype and ectopic PGL-1 expression. However, MIG-5 is not a known 
transcription factor, but instead one of three worm Disheveled (Dsh) proteins, 
which all contain a winged-helix DNA binding domain but function mostly in the 
cytoplasm to facilitate Wnt signaling. Nuclear localization of MIG-5 has not been 
observed in C. elegans; however, the known nuclear localization signal of 
Xenopus Dsh is almost completely conserved within MIG-5 (Itoh et al. 2005). 
Interestingly, in some organisms Dsh proteins shuttle to the nucleus, which has 
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been shown to be necessary for Wnt signaling (Cheyette et al. 2002; Habas and 
Dawid 2005; Itoh et al. 2005; Torres and Nelson 2000; Weitzman 2005). 
Furthermore, in mammals Dsh proteins have been shown to interact directly with 
transcription factors within the nucleus (Gan et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2015). 
Further studies using techniques such as imaging are needed to determine if 
MIG-5 is present in the nucleus of C. elegans or if MIG-5 is just acting upstream 
in the cytoplasm to activate germline genes in somatic cells of DREAM complex 
mutants. 
Wnt/PCP pathway directs DREAM complex target gene misexpression 
How could the Wnt/PCP pathway be driving the HTA phenotype?  We propose 
two non-mutually exclusive models of how Wnt/PCP signaling could drive ectopic 
DREAM complex target expression leading to HTA (Fig 6.2).  The first model is 
that Wnt/PCP signaling may be necessary for the expression of the transcription 
factors that directly bind to DREAM target loci and drive their ectopic expression.  
The proper asymmetric anterior-posterior (A-P) expression of three of the TF 
HTA suppressors found in our screen, MAB-5, LIN-11, and VAB-3, requires Wnt 
signaling in neuronal and vulval tissues (Gupta and Sternberg 2002; Johnson 
and Chamberlin 2008, Maloof et al. 1999).  A fourth TF HTA suppressor, MEC-3, 
also has known asymmetric A-P expression, although this pattern has yet to be 
attributed specifically to Wnt signaling (Way et al. 1992).  WNT signaling may be 
important for the proper pattern of expression of these transcription factors, 
which in turn bind to DREAM targets and drive their expression.  Thus, without 
WNT signaling these transcription factors are not properly expressed and then 
DREAM target genes lack an activating factor.  The second model is that  
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Fig 6.2: Predicted model of action by which Wnt/PCP signaling drives ectopic expression 
of DREAM complex target germline gene in DREAM complex mutants. A. Wnt/PCP signaling 
is necessary for transcription factor (TF) expression, which in turn directly bind to DREAM 
complex target loci to drive their ectopic expression. B. Wnt/PCP signaling regulates the A-P 
patterning of the intestine cells and this A-P pattern is required for DREAM complex target ectopic 
expression.   
 
 
Wnt/PCP signaling regulates the A-P patterning of the intestine, and that this 
pattern is itself a necessary state for ectopic expression of DREAM target loci.  
While chromatin structure in wild-type embryonic cells undergoes rapid 
compaction, we previously showed that this process is delayed in DREAM 
complex mutants and shows an A-P pattern where anterior cells are more 
severely delayed (Costello and Petrella 2019).  One of the major pathways that 
helps to establish A-P axis patterning in C. elegans is Wnt signaling (Lin et al. 
1998; Schroeder et al. 1998).  Therefore, the complex underlying aspects of a A-
P pattern established by Wnt signaling may facilitate the delayed chromatin 
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compaction in DREAM complex mutants at 26°C, which in turn allows TFs to 
bind and activate germline genes.  Distinguishing between these two models will 
require further analysis of the interaction of Wnt signaling, chromatin compaction, 
and TF expression in DREAM complex mutants.  
DREAM complex regulates genes that show A-P patterning in intestine 
 
Developmental patterning guarantees that tissues and organs develop in the 
appropriate space and orientation at the right time. Wnt signaling, known to have 
a characteristic anterior to posterior expression patterning, has substantial 
control over first four A-P divisions of E lineage of C. elegans (Lin et al., 1998). 
Our data suggests that Wnt signaling can control DREAM complex target 
germline genes in somatic cells. One important question that arises out of this 
scenario is if the DREAM complex interacts with Wnt signaling to specify cell fate 
in an A-P manner. This question arises also because we observed that loss of 
DREAM complex drastically reduces the levels of PHO-1 (protein highly 
expressed in posterior intestinal cells) in anterior intestinal cells compared to 
posterior cells. The reduction in PHO-1 expression is significant but subtle and is 
therefore not captured by high throughput RNA expression dataset for L1 stage 
DREAM complex mutant worms (Petrella et al., 2011). Our latest data also reveal 
that there is a potential increase in number of intestinal cells or intestinal nuclei or 
ectopic expression of ELT-2, the primary intestinal marker, in DREAM complex 
mutants. ELT-2 may not be able to directly bind pho-1 but it is necessary for 
expression of pho-1 gene.  Interestingly, loss of Wnt signaling effectors allow 
increased expression of PHO-1 in anterior intestinal cells (Fukushige et al., 
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2005). Specifically, loss of Wnt terminal transcription factor pop-1 results in 
increased expression of PHO-1 (Fukushige et al., 2005). Alternatively, increased 
expression of SYS-1 in anterior cells resulted in anterior six cells displaying a 
more posterior cell fate with lowered PHO-1 expression (Huang et al., 2007). We 
do not understand if pho-1 expression control by POP-1 and SYS-1 is at the level 
of the promoter or indirectly through anterior cell fate changes via chromatin 
modifications. At the same time, there is a clear utilization of Wnt Beta-Catenin 
asymmetry pathway in controlling pho-1 regulation. In unrelated vulval precursor 
cells, synMuvB proteins regulate LIN-39, which in turn is also regulated by Wnt 
signaling in providing competence to specify vulval cell fate (Penigault et al., 
2011). These illustrations taken together posit that the DREAM complex could be 
acting in an opposing manner to Wnt signaling to drive subtle gene expression 
changes at least for A-P patterning of intestinal cells.  
Wnt PCP pathway components (Van Gogh and Prickle) are cortically 
localized asymmetrically on opposite side of Frizzled and Disheveled localization 
in Drosophila (Yang et al., 2015). In the case of C. elegans, non-homologous 
APR-1 and WRM-1 localize in a similar way to Frizzled and Disheveled. Based 
on the localization similarities, it has been theorized that Wnt/PCP pathway may 
have originated from Wnt/Beta-Catenin Asymmetry pathway (Sawa 2012). Our 
data indicates that Wnt/PCP has a role in suppressing PHO-1 misexpression in 
anterior intestinal cells of lin-54 mutants at higher temperatures. Wnt/PCP could 
possibly be functioning parallelly to Wnt/Beta-Catenin Asymmetry pathway to 
modulate pho-1 in anterior intestinal cells. One important aspect of pho-1 
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misexpression in lin-54 mutants is that PHO-1 expression in anterior intestinal 
cells is reduced that is contrasting to repressive function associated with DREAM 
complex associated genes. We know that pho-1 is not directly bound by the 
DREAM complex (Goetsch et al., 2017). Even though DREAM complex functions 
mainly as a repressor, there are a handful of genes that get downregulated due 
to loss of DREAM complex (Petrella et al., 2011). We conjecture that DREAM 
complex or LIN-54 by itself could possibly function to indirectly activate pho-1 
genes. To confound things further in understanding the regulatory mechanism, 
DREAM complex shows the capability to bind Wnt effector genes, but we still do 
not understand the functional relevance of this binding (Goetsch et al., 2017). 
Therefore, it is not just Wnt that can control DREAM complex target genes, there 
is a possibility that the DREAM complex could also possibly have a role in 
controlling Wnt signaling. 
Significance 
 
This dissertation describes new findings that will help us understand the various 
regulatory networks that interacts with DREAM complex. The role of DREAM 
complex in A-P patterning at the chromatin level was previously described in our 
lab (Costello et al., 2019). Our new findings inform us that DREAM complex also 
plays a role in A-P patterning at the cellular level in intestinal cells under normal 
and moderate temperature stress conditions. In the wild-type context, we 
understand how big a role the DREAM complex plays in preventing 
misexpression of genes by blocking rogue transcription factors that can possibly 
be activated by Wnt signaling functioning through developmental stages. The 
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genetic interaction of Wnt/PCP signaling with DREAM complex informs us how 
signaling pathways are intertwined to make sure the appropriate targets are 
activated. Teasing apart the relationship between regulatory signaling pathways 
will allow us to have a better understanding of normal growth and development. 
The DREAM complex, ectopic expression of germline genes, and 
Wnt/PCP signaling all have known roles in cancer acquisition and progression.  
The DREAM complex is completely conserved in mammals, and loss of DREAM 
complex function is associated with cancers (Engeland 2018; Patel et al. 2019; 
Reichert et al., 2010).  Some tumors are known to ectopically express a group of 
germline specific genes called cancer-testis (CT) genes.  CT gene expression 
has been shown to correlate with increased proliferative index, higher tumor 
grade, and poorer response to therapies in many studies and across a broad 
range of tumor types (Gure et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2016; Whitehurst, 2014; Xu 
et al., 2015; Yakirevich et al., 2003).  Wnt/PCP signaling is important in cancer 
progression and metastasis in a number of tumor types including lung cancer, 
melanoma, and breast cancer (Humphries and Mlodzik 2018; Katoh 2005).  Our 
data indicate that these three pathways are linked in C. elegans where Wnt 
signaling via the non-canonical PCP mechanism leads to activation of germline 
genes in the absence of DREAM complex binding.  The identification of the 
upstream VANG-1 of Wnt/PCP pathway provides a useful starting point to help 
dissect out the intermediate signaling molecules to activate germline genes in 
somatic cells of DREAM complex mutants.  Our findings provide insight into 
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potential pathways that are important in the activation of germline genes in 
cancer cells that could be targets to limit cancer progression. 
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Appendix 1: Optimization of 4C (Circular Chromatin Conformation Capture) 
technique.  
We extracted DNA and cross-linked to nuclear proteins from wild type worms. 
The DNA was subjected to repeated restriction and ligation followed by inverse 
PCR at loci on interest. The loci of interest in our case was promoter of gene ekl-
1, a DREAM complex target. 4C procedure allows us to detect other loci that 
interact with ekl-1 promoter. We cloned random 4C inverse PCR products via 
pGEM cloning and transformed bacteria to obtain plasmids for Sanger 
sequencing containing loci of interest (ekl-1) and other loci that interact with ekl-
1. The repeated digestion and ligation should ideally result in DNA that is 
concentrated at around 400 base pairs or less (see DNA agarose gel 
electrophoresis image below that shows concentration of inverse PCR products 
concentrated at approximately 300 to 400 base pairs).  
 
 
 
 
 
The physical interactions captured by 4C technique for ekl-1 promoter 
(Chromosome 1) were: del-9 Chromosome X, ndx-9 Chromosome IV, dnj-7 
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Chromosome X, C27A12.2 Chromosome 1, twk-18 Chromosome X, nhr-34 
Chromosome IV, sqt-1 Chromosome II, E02C12.9 Chromosome V, region 
between clec-152 and clec-153 Chromosome III.           
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Appendix 2: List of transcription factors tested for suppression of HTA 
phenotype in lin-54 mutants. 
 
 
Transcription 
Factor Gene  Loci 
WormBas
e Gene ID 
Transcription 
Factor Family 
Binary HTA 
Suppression in 
lin-54 
aptf-1 
K06A1
.1 
WBGene0
0019424 AP-2 No 
athp-1 
C44B9
.4 
WBGene0
0008081 AT Hook x2 No 
C27A2.7 
C27A2
.7 
WBGene0
0044386 ZF - C2H2 No 
C32D5.1 
C32D
5.1 
WBGene0
0016310 NOVEL No 
C34D1.1 
C34D
1.1 
WBGene0
0007929 ZF - DM No 
C46E10.8 
C46E1
0.8 
WBGene0
0016712 
ZF - C2H2 - 1 
finger No 
ceh-1 
F16H1
1.4 
WBGene0
0000428 HD Yes 
ceh-10 
W03A
3.1 
WBGene0
0000435 HD - PRD No 
ceh-14 
F46C8
.5 
WBGene0
0000438 HD - LIM No 
ceh-17 
D1007
.1 
WBGene0
0000440 HD - PRD No 
ceh-18 
ZC64.
3 
WBGene0
0000441 HD - POU No 
ceh-19 
F20D1
2.6 
WBGene0
0000442 HD - HOX No 
ceh-21 
T26C1
1.6 
WBGene0
0000444 HD - CUT No 
ceh-31 
C33D
12.1 
WBGene0
0000452 HD - NK No 
ceh-36 
C37E2
.4 
WBGene0
0000457 HD - PRD No 
ceh-37 
C37E2
.5 
WBGene0
0000458 HD - PRD No 
ceh-38 
F22D3
.1 
WBGene0
0000459 HD - CUT Yes 
ceh-39 
T26C1
1.7 
WBGene0
0000460 HD - CUT Yes 
ceh-43 
C28A5
.4 
WBGene0
0000463 HD - NK Yes 
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ceh-48 
C17H
12.9 
WBGene0
0015934 HD - CUT No 
ceh-6 
K02B1
2.1 
WBGene0
0000431 HD - POU No 
ceh-8 
ZK265
.4 
WBGene0
0000433 
HD - PRD - 2 
domains No 
cep-1 
F52B5
.5 
WBGene0
0000467 p53 No 
cog-1 
R03C
1.3 
WBGene0
0000584 HD - NK No 
D1005.3 
D1005
.3 
WBGene0
0016997 bZIP No 
dac-1 
B0412
.1 
WBGene0
0000895 WH - DAC No 
daf-16 
R13H
8.1 
WBGene0
0000912 
WH - Fork Head, 
AT Hook No 
die-1 
C18D
1.1 
WBGene0
0000995 
ZF - C2H2 - 3 
fingers No 
dmd-3 
Y43F8
C.10 
WBGene0
0012832 ZF - DM No 
dmd-4 
C27C
12.6 
WBGene0
0007776 ZF - DM No 
dmd-5 
F10C1
.5 
WBGene0
0017326 ZF - DM Yes 
dmd-6 
F13G1
1.1 
WBGene0
0007058 ZF - DM Yes 
dpy-20 
T22B3
.1 
WBGene0
0001079 ZF - BEDx2 No 
dsc-1 
C18B1
2.3 
WBGene0
0001096 HD - PRD Yes 
egl-5 
C08C
3.1 
WBGene0
0001174 HD - HOX No 
elt-1 
W09C
2.1 
WBGene0
0001249 
ZF - GATA - 2 
domains No 
elt-6 
F52C1
2.5 
WBGene0
0001253 ZF - GATA No 
F10B5.3 
F10B5
.3 
WBGene0
0008640 
ZF - C2H2 - 4 
fingers No 
F26H9.2 
F26H9
.2 
WBGene0
0009174 RPEL - 2 domains No 
fkh-2 
T14G1
2.4 
WBGene0
0001434 WH - Fork Head Yes 
fkh-9 
K03C7
.2 
WBGene0
0001441 WH - Fork Head No 
flh-1 
Y11D7
A.12 
WBGene0
0012435 ZF - FLYWCH No 
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flh-2 
C26E6
.2 
WBGene0
0016138 ZF - FLYWCH Yes 
gei-3 
T22H6
.6 
WBGene0
0001560 HMG box Yes 
H02I12.5 
H02I1
2.5 
WBGene0
0010353 NOVEL No 
hel-1 
C26D
10.2 
WBGene0
0001840 NOVEL No 
hlh-27 
C17C
3.10 
WBGene0
0001966 bHLH No 
hmg-12 
Y17G
7A.1 
WBGene0
0001977 AT Hook x7 No 
hsf-1 
Y53C1
0A.12 
WBGene0
0002004 WH - HSF No 
klf-2 
F53F8
.1 
WBGene0
0009998 
ZF - C2H2 - 3 
fingers No 
lim-4 
ZC64.
4 
WBGene0
0002987 HD - LIM Yes 
lin-11 
ZC247
.3 
WBGene0
0003000 HD - LIM Yes 
lin-39 
C07H
6.7 
WBGene0
0003024 HD - HOX No 
lsy-2 
F49H1
2.1 
WBGene0
0003087 
ZF - C2H2 - 5 
fingers No 
mab-5 
C08C
3.3 
WBGene0
0003102 HD - HOX Yes 
mab-9 
T27A1
.6 
WBGene0
0003106 T-box No 
madf-1 
Y55F3
BR.5 
WBGene0
0021942 MADF No 
mbr-1 
T01C1
.2 
WBGene0
0011315 HTH No 
mec-3 
F01D4
.6 
WBGene0
0003167 HD - LIM Yes 
mig-5 
T05C1
2.6 
WBGene0
0003241 WH Yes 
mls-2 
C39E6
.4 
WBGene0
0003377 HD - NK No 
nfi-1 
ZK129
0.4 
WBGene0
0003592 MH1 No 
nhr-1 
R09G
11.2 
WBGene0
0003600 ZF - NHR No 
nhr-102 
T06C1
2.6 
WBGene0
0003692 ZF - NHR No 
nhr-105 
C06G
3.1 
WBGene0
0003695 ZF - NHR No 
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nhr-17 
C02B4
.2 
WBGene0
0003616 ZF - NHR No 
nhr-20 
F43C1
.4 
WBGene0
0003619 ZF - NHR Yes 
nhr-23 
C01H
6.5 
WBGene0
0003622 ZF - NHR No 
nhr-270 
R13D
11.8 
WBGene0
0020062 ZF - NHR No 
nhr-34 
F58G6
.5 
WBGene0
0003627 ZF - NHR No 
nhr-4 
F32B6
.1 
WBGene0
0003603 ZF - NHR No 
nhr-47 
C24G
6.4 
WBGene0
0003637 ZF - NHR Yes 
nhr-49 
K10C3
.6 
WBGene0
0003639 ZF - NHR No 
nhr-5 
Y73F8
A.21 
WBGene0
0003604 ZF - NHR No 
nhr-6 
C48D
5.1 
WBGene0
0003605 ZF - NHR No 
nhr-66 
T09A1
2.4 
WBGene0
0003656 ZF - NHR No 
nhr-69 
T23H4
.2 
WBGene0
0003659 ZF - NHR No 
nhr-7 
F54D1
.4 
WBGene0
0003606 ZF - NHR No 
nhr-72 
C17A2
.8 
WBGene0
0003662 ZF - NHR No 
nhr-92 
Y41D4
B.8 
WBGene0
0003682 ZF - NHR No 
odr-7 
T18D3
.2 
WBGene0
0003854 ZF - NHR Yes 
pag-3 
F45B8
.4 
WBGene0
0003909 
ZF - C2H2 - 5 
fingers Yes 
pal-1 
C38D
4.6 
WBGene0
0003912 HD - HOX No 
pax-3 
F27E5
.2 
WBGene0
0003939 
HD - PRD,  Paired 
Domain - FULL No 
peb-1 
T14F9
.4 
WBGene0
0003968 ZF - FLYWCH No 
pha-4 
F38A6
.1 
WBGene0
0004013 WH - Fork Head No 
php-3 
Y75B8
A.1 
WBGene0
0004024 HD - HOX No 
pie-1 
Y49E1
0.14 
WBGene0
0004027 
ZF - CCCH - 2 
domains No 
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pqm-1 
F40F8
.7 
WBGene0
0004096 
ZF - C2H2 - 3 
fingers No 
R06C1.6 
R06C
1.6 
WBGene0
0011060 NOVEL No 
R06F6.6 
R06F6
.6 
WBGene0
0011069 HD - HOX No 
R07H5.10 
R07H
5.10 
WBGene0
0011130 bZIP No 
ref-2 
C47C
12.3 
WBGene0
0004335 
ZF - C2H2 - 3 
fingers No 
sel-7 
K04G
11.2 
WBGene0
0004764 NOVEL No 
sem-4 
F15C1
1.1 
WBGene0
0004773 
ZF - C2H2 - 7 
fingers No 
sex-1 
F44A6
.2 
WBGene0
0004786 ZF - NHR No 
sma-4 
R12B2
.1 
WBGene0
0004858 MH1 No 
somi-1 
M04G
12.4 
WBGene0
0010868 
ZF - C2H2 - 1 
finger No 
sox-2 
K08A8
.2 
WBGene0
0004949 HMG box No 
sox-3 
F40E1
0.2 
WBGene0
0004950 HMG box No 
syd-9 
ZK867
.1 
WBGene0
0044068 
ZF - C2H2 - 4 
fingers No 
T07C12.11 
T07C1
2.11 
WBGene0
0011575 MADF No 
tbx-11 
F40H6
.4 
WBGene0
0006547 T-box No 
tbx-33 
Y66A7
A.8 
WBGene0
0006552 T-box No 
tbx-8 
T07C4
.2 
WBGene0
0006545 T-box Yes 
tbx-9 
T07C4
.6 
WBGene0
0006546 T-box Yes 
unc-130 
C47G
2.2 
WBGene0
0006853 WH - Fork Head No 
unc-3 
Y16B4
A.1 
WBGene0
0006743 IPT/TIG No 
unc-30 
B0564
.10 
WBGene0
0006766 HD - PRD No 
unc-4 
F26C1
1.2 
WBGene0
0006744 HD - PRD No 
unc-42 
F58E6
.10 
WBGene0
0006778 HD - PRD Yes 
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unc-86 
C30A5
.7 
WBGene0
0006818 HD - POU No 
vab-15 
R07B1
.1 
WBGene0
0006881 HD - NK No 
vab-3 
F14F3
.1 
WBGene0
0006870 HD - PRD Yes 
Y53C10A.3 
Y53C1
0A.3 
WBGene0
0013134 
WH - HSF - 2 
domains No 
Y57G11C.25 
Y57G
11C.2
5 
WBGene0
0013319 
ZF - CCCH - 2 
domains No 
ZC204.12 
ZC204
.12 
WBGene0
0022562 NOVEL No 
zip-4 
Y44E3
B.1 
WBGene0
0021552 bZIP No 
ztf-1 
F54F2
.5 
WBGene0
0018833 
ZF - C2H2 - 4 
fingers Yes 
ztf-19 
T27B1
.2 
WBGene0
0003933 
ZF - C2H2 - 3 
fingers No 
ztf-2 
F13G3
.1 
WBGene0
0008762 
ZF - C2H2 - 3 
fingers No 
ztf-6 
W06H
12.1 
WBGene0
0012317 
ZF - C2H2 - 2 
fingers Yes 
ztf-8 
ZC395
.8 
WBGene0
0022598 
ZF - C2H2 - 3 
fingers Yes 
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Appendix 3: List of enriched GO terms, Wiki Pathway terms and TransFac terms 
determined using gProfiler for TFs that show significant suppression of the HTA 
phenotype in lin-54 mutants. 
 
 
Source Term_name Term_id 
Adjusted P 
value 
GO:MF 
DNA-binding transcription factor 
activity 
GO:00037
00 1.08E-09 
GO:MF sequence-specific DNA binding 
GO:00435
65 1.64E-09 
GO:MF transcription regulator activity 
GO:01401
10 7.06E-09 
GO:MF DNA binding 
GO:00036
77 3.02E-08 
GO:MF nucleic acid binding 
GO:00036
76 4.52E-08 
GO:MF heterocyclic compound binding 
GO:19013
63 0.000103909 
GO:MF organic cyclic compound binding 
GO:00971
59 0.000108917 
GO:MF 
DNA-binding transcription factor 
activity, RNA polymerase II-specific 
GO:00009
81 0.00014799 
GO:MF 
RNA polymerase II regulatory region 
sequence-specific DNA binding 
GO:00009
77 0.000282812 
GO:MF 
RNA polymerase II regulatory region 
DNA binding 
GO:00010
12 0.000310892 
GO:MF 
transcription regulatory region 
sequence-specific DNA binding 
GO:00009
76 0.000486059 
GO:MF 
sequence-specific double-stranded 
DNA binding 
GO:19908
37 0.000750374 
GO:MF regulatory region nucleic acid binding 
GO:00010
67 0.00103904 
GO:MF 
transcription regulatory region DNA 
binding 
GO:00442
12 0.00103904 
GO:MF double-stranded DNA binding 
GO:00036
90 0.001757433 
GO:BP 
regulation of transcription, DNA-
templated 
GO:00063
55 4.56E-07 
GO:BP regulation of gene expression 
GO:00104
68 4.76E-07 
GO:BP regulation of RNA biosynthetic process 
GO:20011
41 5.78E-07 
GO:BP 
regulation of nucleic acid-templated 
transcription 
GO:19035
06 5.78E-07 
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GO:BP transcription, DNA-templated 
GO:00063
51 9.47E-07 
GO:BP nucleic acid-templated transcription 
GO:00976
59 1.14671E-06 
GO:BP RNA biosynthetic process 
GO:00327
74 1.19591E-06 
GO:BP regulation of RNA metabolic process 
GO:00512
52 1.27329E-06 
GO:BP 
regulation of nucleobase-containing 
compound metabolic process 
GO:00192
19 1.68068E-06 
GO:BP 
regulation of cellular macromolecule 
biosynthetic process 
GO:20001
12 1.71511E-06 
GO:BP 
regulation of macromolecule 
biosynthetic process 
GO:00105
56 2.13816E-06 
GO:BP 
regulation of cellular biosynthetic 
process 
GO:00313
26 2.40676E-06 
GO:BP regulation of biosynthetic process 
GO:00098
89 2.52742E-06 
GO:BP 
positive regulation of transcription by 
RNA polymerase II 
GO:00459
44 6.14839E-06 
GO:BP 
regulation of macromolecule metabolic 
process 
GO:00602
55 6.71412E-06 
GO:BP 
nucleobase-containing compound 
biosynthetic process 
GO:00346
54 8.01407E-06 
GO:BP 
aromatic compound biosynthetic 
process 
GO:00194
38 1.04717E-05 
GO:BP regulation of metabolic process 
GO:00192
22 1.0811E-05 
GO:BP heterocycle biosynthetic process 
GO:00181
30 1.11133E-05 
GO:BP 
organic cyclic compound biosynthetic 
process 
GO:19013
62 1.44031E-05 
GO:BP 
positive regulation of transcription, 
DNA-templated 
GO:00458
93 1.63323E-05 
GO:BP nucleic acid metabolic process 
GO:00903
04 1.69699E-05 
GO:BP 
positive regulation of RNA biosynthetic 
process 
GO:19026
80 2.65755E-05 
GO:BP 
positive regulation of nucleic acid-
templated transcription 
GO:19035
08 2.65755E-05 
GO:BP 
regulation of nitrogen compound 
metabolic process 
GO:00511
71 4.57468E-05 
GO:BP 
positive regulation of RNA metabolic 
process 
GO:00512
54 4.66377E-05 
GO:BP 
positive regulation of macromolecule 
biosynthetic process 
GO:00105
57 4.8687E-05 
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GO:BP regulation of primary metabolic process 
GO:00800
90 5.22083E-05 
GO:BP 
positive regulation of biosynthetic 
process 
GO:00098
91 5.41474E-05 
GO:BP 
positive regulation of cellular 
biosynthetic process 
GO:00313
28 5.41474E-05 
GO:BP 
positive regulation of nucleobase-
containing compound metabolic 
process 
GO:00459
35 5.76667E-05 
GO:BP gene expression 
GO:00104
67 6.20697E-05 
GO:BP regulation of cellular metabolic process 
GO:00313
23 6.81428E-05 
GO:BP 
nucleobase-containing compound 
metabolic process 
GO:00061
39 8.49668E-05 
GO:BP cell fate commitment 
GO:00451
65 9.119E-05 
GO:BP positive regulation of gene expression 
GO:00106
28 9.53292E-05 
GO:BP RNA metabolic process 
GO:00160
70 0.000111512 
GO:BP heterocycle metabolic process 
GO:00464
83 0.00011342 
GO:BP 
cellular aromatic compound metabolic 
process 
GO:00067
25 0.000115338 
GO:BP 
cellular nitrogen compound 
biosynthetic process 
GO:00442
71 0.000147628 
GO:BP 
organic cyclic compound metabolic 
process 
GO:19013
60 0.000148695 
GO:BP 
cellular macromolecule biosynthetic 
process 
GO:00346
45 0.000202865 
GO:BP macromolecule biosynthetic process 
GO:00090
59 0.000234715 
GO:BP 
regulation of transcription by RNA 
polymerase II 
GO:00063
57 0.000467831 
GO:BP 
cellular nitrogen compound metabolic 
process 
GO:00346
41 0.000780872 
GO:BP transcription by RNA polymerase II 
GO:00063
66 0.000847424 
GO:BP cell fate specification 
GO:00017
08 0.000887674 
GO:BP 
positive regulation of nitrogen 
compound metabolic process 
GO:00511
73 0.000985046 
GO:BP cell differentiation 
GO:00301
54 0.001124902 
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GO:BP 
positive regulation of cellular metabolic 
process 
GO:00313
25 0.001351877 
GO:BP cellular developmental process 
GO:00488
69 0.001382953 
GO:BP 
positive regulation of macromolecule 
metabolic process 
GO:00106
04 0.001783365 
GO:BP cellular biosynthetic process 
GO:00442
49 0.002430268 
GO:BP 
positive regulation of metabolic 
process 
GO:00098
93 0.002495388 
GO:BP organic substance biosynthetic process 
GO:19015
76 0.00280524 
GO:BP positive regulation of cellular process 
GO:00485
22 0.003232794 
GO:BP biosynthetic process 
GO:00090
58 0.003541245 
GO:BP macromolecule metabolic process 
GO:00431
70 0.012418488 
GO:BP generation of neurons 
GO:00486
99 0.015815602 
GO:BP neurogenesis 
GO:00220
08 0.016932576 
GO:BP 
cellular macromolecule metabolic 
process 
GO:00442
60 0.019438397 
GO:BP positive regulation of biological process 
GO:00485
18 0.020956996 
GO:BP multicellular organism development 
GO:00072
75 0.025960525 
GO:BP regulation of cellular process 
GO:00507
94 0.039933364 
GO:BP nervous system development 
GO:00073
99 0.046009026 
GO:BP anatomical structure development 
GO:00488
56 0.04651263 
GO:CC nucleus 
GO:00056
34 2.15506E-06 
GO:CC 
intracellular membrane-bounded 
organelle 
GO:00432
31 0.00092292 
GO:CC membrane-bounded organelle 
GO:00432
27 0.001620117 
GO:CC intracellular part 
GO:00444
24 0.00518776 
GO:CC intracellular 
GO:00056
22 0.005337874 
GO:CC intracellular organelle 
GO:00432
29 0.009571937 
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GO:CC organelle 
GO:00432
26 0.012161193 
WP Wnt Signaling 
WP:WP23
5 0.004295197 
TF Factor: Tra-1; motif: TGGGWGGT 
TF:M0104
8 0.020877898 
TF 
Factor: Tra-1; motif: TGGGWGGT; 
match class: 0 
TF:M0104
8_0 0.020877898 
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Appendix 4: List of enriched GO terms determined using PANTHER 
Overrepresentation test for TFs that show significant suppression of the HTA 
phenotype in lin-54 mutants. 
 
 
GO term ter
m 
size 
intersectio
n size 
expecte
d 
fold 
Enrichme
nt 
raw P-
value 
FDR 
neuron fate 
specification 
(GO:0048665) 
12 2 0.01  > 100 4.78E-
05 
6.10E-
03 
neuron fate 
commitment 
(GO:0048663) 
13 2 0.01  > 100 5.52E-
05 
6.89E-
03 
regulation of 
animal organ 
morphogenesi
s 
(GO:2000027) 
31 2 0.02 85.68 2.75E-
04 
3.24E-
02 
regionalization 
(GO:0003002) 
88 3 0.07 45.27 4.02E-
05 
5.24E-
03 
cell fate 
specification 
(GO:0001708) 
131 4 0.1 40.55 2.59E-
06 
3.68E-
04 
cell fate 
commitment 
(GO:0045165) 
178 5 0.13 37.31 1.72E-
07 
3.36E-
05 
positive 
regulation of 
transcription 
by RNA 
polymerase II 
(GO:0045944) 
259 7 0.2 35.89 4.09E-
10 
1.60E-
07 
pattern 
specification 
process 
(GO:0007389) 
121 3 0.09 32.93 1.01E-
04 
1.22E-
02 
positive 
regulation of 
transcription, 
DNA-
templated 
(GO:0045893) 
297 7 0.22 31.3 1.04E-
09 
3.81E-
07 
positive 
regulation of 
317 7 0.24 29.33 1.62E-
09 
5.61E-
07 
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RNA 
biosynthetic 
process 
(GO:1902680) 
positive 
regulation of 
nucleic acid-
templated 
transcription 
(GO:1903508) 
317 7 0.24 29.33 1.62E-
09 
5.31E-
07 
positive 
regulation of 
RNA 
metabolic 
process 
(GO:0051254) 
342 7 0.26 27.18 2.71E-
09 
8.45E-
07 
positive 
regulation of 
macromolecul
e biosynthetic 
process 
(GO:0010557) 
345 7 0.26 26.95 2.87E-
09 
8.54E-
07 
positive 
regulation of 
cellular 
biosynthetic 
process 
(GO:0031328) 
350 7 0.26 26.56 3.17E-
09 
8.99E-
07 
positive 
regulation of 
biosynthetic 
process 
(GO:0009891) 
350 7 0.26 26.56 3.17E-
09 
8.60E-
07 
positive 
regulation of 
nucleobase-
containing 
compound 
metabolic 
process 
(GO:0045935) 
352 7 0.27 26.41 3.29E-
09 
8.57E-
07 
neuron 
differentiation 
(GO:0030182) 
210 4 0.16 25.3 1.61E-
05 
2.13E-
03 
positive 
regulation of 
380 7 0.29 24.46 5.54E-
09 
1.38E-
06 
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gene 
expression 
(GO:0010628) 
generation of 
neurons 
(GO:0048699) 
292 5 0.22 22.74 1.89E-
06 
2.87E-
04 
neurogenesis 
(GO:0022008) 
296 5 0.22 22.43 2.01E-
06 
2.92E-
04 
nervous 
system 
development 
(GO:0007399) 
344 5 0.26 19.3 4.15E-
06 
5.76E-
04 
regulation of 
transcription 
by RNA 
polymerase II 
(GO:0006357) 
506 7 0.38 18.37 3.86E-
08 
9.27E-
06 
positive 
regulation of 
nitrogen 
compound 
metabolic 
process 
(GO:0051173) 
525 7 0.4 17.71 4.95E-
08 
1.15E-
05 
positive 
regulation of 
cellular 
metabolic 
process 
(GO:0031325) 
549 7 0.41 16.93 6.70E-
08 
1.49E-
05 
positive 
regulation of 
macromolecul
e metabolic 
process 
(GO:0010604) 
576 7 0.43 16.14 9.26E-
08 
1.93E-
05 
regulation of 
transcription, 
DNA-
templated 
(GO:0006355) 
921 11 0.69 15.86 2.53E-
12 
7.90E-
09 
regulation of 
RNA 
biosynthetic 
process 
(GO:2001141) 
937 11 0.71 15.59 3.04E-
12 
6.34E-
09 
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regulation of 
nucleic acid-
templated 
transcription 
(GO:1903506) 
937 11 0.71 15.59 3.04E-
12 
4.75E-
09 
positive 
regulation of 
metabolic 
process 
(GO:0009893) 
604 7 0.45 15.39 1.28E-
07 
2.57E-
05 
regulation of 
RNA 
metabolic 
process 
(GO:0051252) 
101
2 
11 0.76 14.44 6.96E-
12 
8.70E-
09 
regulation of 
nucleobase-
containing 
compound 
metabolic 
process 
(GO:0019219) 
103
8 
11 0.78 14.07 9.14E-
12 
9.52E-
09 
regulation of 
cellular 
macromolecul
e biosynthetic 
process 
(GO:2000112) 
104
7 
11 0.79 13.95 1.00E-
11 
8.95E-
09 
regulation of 
macromolecul
e biosynthetic 
process 
(GO:0010556) 
106
4 
11 0.8 13.73 1.19E-
11 
9.31E-
09 
regulation of 
cellular 
biosynthetic 
process 
(GO:0031326) 
107
5 
11 0.81 13.59 1.33E-
11 
9.24E-
09 
regulation of 
biosynthetic 
process 
(GO:0009889) 
108
0 
11 0.81 13.53 1.40E-
11 
8.74E-
09 
regulation of 
gene 
expression 
(GO:0010468) 
130
5 
12 0.98 12.21 2.49E-
12 
1.55E-
08 
148 
 
cell 
differentiation 
(GO:0030154) 
772 7 0.58 12.04 6.62E-
07 
1.12E-
04 
cellular 
developmental 
process 
(GO:0048869) 
785 7 0.59 11.84 7.40E-
07 
1.22E-
04 
positive 
regulation of 
cellular 
process 
(GO:0048522) 
906 8 0.68 11.73 9.14E-
08 
1.97E-
05 
system 
development 
(GO:0048731) 
604 5 0.45 10.99 6.09E-
05 
7.46E-
03 
regulation of 
nitrogen 
compound 
metabolic 
process 
(GO:0051171) 
142
4 
11 1.07 10.26 2.70E-
10 
1.30E-
07 
regulation of 
primary 
metabolic 
process 
(GO:0080090) 
144
2 
11 1.09 10.13 3.09E-
10 
1.38E-
07 
regulation of 
cellular 
metabolic 
process 
(GO:0031323) 
148
0 
11 1.11 9.87 4.07E-
10 
1.70E-
07 
regulation of 
macromolecul
e metabolic 
process 
(GO:0060255) 
163
4 
12 1.23 9.75 3.48E-
11 
1.97E-
08 
regulation of 
metabolic 
process 
(GO:0019222) 
170
1 
12 1.28 9.37 5.56E-
11 
2.89E-
08 
positive 
regulation of 
biological 
process 
(GO:0048518) 
115
5 
8 0.87 9.2 5.83E-
07 
1.04E-
04 
149 
 
multicellular 
organism 
development 
(GO:0007275) 
151
9 
9 1.14 7.87 2.92E-
07 
5.37E-
05 
anatomical 
structure 
development 
(GO:0048856) 
165
2 
9 1.24 7.24 5.97E-
07 
1.04E-
04 
developmental 
process 
(GO:0032502) 
173
2 
9 1.3 6.9 8.91E-
07 
1.39E-
04 
multicellular 
organismal 
process 
(GO:0032501) 
223
0 
9 1.68 5.36 7.43E-
06 
1.01E-
03 
regulation of 
cellular 
process 
(GO:0050794) 
350
4 
12 2.64 4.55 2.39E-
07 
4.52E-
05 
regulation of 
biological 
process 
(GO:0050789) 
389
3 
12 2.93 4.09 7.89E-
07 
1.26E-
04 
biological 
regulation 
(GO:0065007) 
422
5 
12 3.18 3.77 1.99E-
06 
2.96E-
04 
 
